
Staging CategoryBase RateArticle descriptionHTS Heading/ Subheading
EFreeSilkworm cocoons suitable for reeling50010000
EFreeRaw silk (not thrown)50020000

yarn waste and garnetted stock):
Silk waste (including cocoons unsuitable for reeling,

5003
EFree-Not carded or combed50031000
A2.5%-Other50039000

E2.0%up for retail sale
Silk yarn (other than yarn spun from silk waste) not put

50040000
E2.0%Yarn spun from silk waste, not put up for retail sale:50050000

retail sale; silkworm gut:
Silk yarn and yarn spun from silk waste, put up for

500600

E2.0%waste
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

50060010
E2.0%-Other50060090

Woven fabrics of silk or of silk waste:5007
-Fabrics of noil silk:500710

A2.5%waste
--Containing 85 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

50071030
B5.5%--Other50071060

EFreeof silk or of silk waste other than noil silk
-Other fabrics, containing 85 percent or more by weight

50072000
-Other fabrics:500790

A2.5%waste
--Containing 85 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

50079030
B5.5%--Other50079060

Wool, not carded or combed:5101
-Greasy, including fleece-washed wool:
--Shorn wool:510111
---Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 46s:

EFree----Wool for special uses51011110
----Other:

EFree-----Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 40s51011120
EFree-----Other wool, finer than 40s but not finer than 44s51011140
EFree-----Other wool, finer than 44s51011150

Akg
18.7 cents/clean

---Other51011160
--Other:510119
---Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 46s:

EFree----Wool for special uses:51011910
----Other:

EFree-----Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 40s51011920
EFree-----Other wool, finer than 40s but not finer than 44s51011940
EFree-----Other wool, finer than 44s51011950

Bkg
18.7 cents/clean

---Other51011960
-Degreased, not carbonized:
--Shorn wool:510121

condition:
---Not processed in any manner beyond the degreased

----Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 46s:
EFree-----Wool for special uses51012110

-----Other:
EFree------Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 40s51012115



EFree------Other wool, finer than 40s but not finer than 44s51012130
EFree------Other wool, finer than 44s51012135

Bkg
20.6 cents/clean

----Other51012140
---Other:

EFree----Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer thatn 46s51012165

B5.3%
6.5 cents/kg +

----Other51012170
--Other:510129

condition:
---Not processed in any manner beyond the degreased

----Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 46s:
EFree-----Wool for special uses51012910

-----Other:
EFree------Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 40s51012915
EFree------Other wool, finer than 40s but not finer than 44s51012930
EFree------Other wool, finer than 44s51012935

Bkg
20.6 cents/clean

----Other51012940
---Other:

EFree----Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 46s51012965

B5.3%
6.5 cents/kg +

----Other51012970
-Carbonized:510130

condition
--Not processed in any manner beyond the carbonized

EFree---Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 40s51013010
EFree---Other wool, finer than 40s but not finer than 44s51013015
EFree---Other wool, finer than 44s51013030
B24.4 cents/kg---Other51013040

--Other:
EFree---Unimproved wool; other wool, not finer than 46s51013065

B5.3%
6.5 cents/kg +

---Other51013070
Fine or coarse animal hair, not carded or combed:5102
-Fine animal hair:510210

or carbonized condition:
--Not processed in any manner beyond the degreased

A5 cents/clean kg---Hair of the camel51021020

A5.1 cents/clean kganimals
---Hair of the cashmere goat and like hair of other

51021040
A0.4%---Other51021060

--Other:
EFree---Fur, prepared for hatters' use51021080
A4.9 cents/kg + 4%---Other51021090
EFree-Coarse animal hair51022000

including yarn waste but excluding garnetted stock:
Waste of wool or of fine or coarse animal hair,

5103
A2.6 cents/kg-Noils of wool or of fine animal hair51031000
A2.6 cents/kg-Other waste of wool or of fine animal hair51032000
B7%-Waste of coarse animal hair51033000
E0.0%Garnetted stock of wool or of fine or coarse animal hair51040000

(including combed wool in fragments):
Wool and fine or coarse animal hair, carded or combed

5105



B5.7%
7.0 cents/kg +

-Carded wool51051000
-Wool tops and other combed wool:

B4.3%
5.3 cents/kg +

--Combed wool in fragments51052100

B4.4%
5.4 cents/kg +

--Other51052900

B5.8%
7.2 cents/kg +

-Fine animal hair, carded or combed51053000
E1.5%-Coarse animal hair, carded or combed51054000

Yarn of carded wool, not put up for retail sale:5106
B7.2%-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of wool51061000
B7.2%-Containing less than 85 percent by weight of wool51062000

Yarn of combed wool, not put up for retail sale:5107
B7.2%-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of wool51071000
B7.2%-Containing less than 85 percent by weight of wool51072000

for retail sale:
Yarn of fine animal hair (carded or combed), not put up

5108
-Carded:510810

A4.4%--Of Angora rabbit hair51081030
B6.0%--Other51081060

-Combed:510820
A4.4%--Of Angora rabbit hair51082030
B6.0%--Other51082060

sale:
Yarn of wool or of fine animal hair, put up for retail

5109

fine animal hair:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of wool or of

510910

EFreeuniform lengths of not over 8 cm
--Yarn of wool, colored (dyed or printed) and cut into

51091020
--Other:

A4.4%---Of Angora rabbit hair51091040
B7.2%---Other51091060

-Other:510990

EFreeuniform lengths of not over 8 cm
--Yarn of wool, colored (dyed or printed) and cut into

51099020
--Other:

A4.4%---Of Angora rabbit hair51099040
B7.2%---Other51099060

E1.5%sale
gimped horsehair yarn), whether or not put up for retail
Yarn of coarse animal hair or of horsehair (including

51100000

hair:
Woven fabrics of carded wool or of carded fine animal

5111

fine animal hair:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of wool or of

--Of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m2:511111

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2:
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51111120
---Other:

C11.0%
7 cents/kg +

----Hand-woven, with a loom width of less than 76cm51111130
D29.4%----Other51111170

--Other:511119
B7%---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics51111910



---Other:

C11.0%
7 cents/kg +

----Hand-woven, with a loom width of less than 76cm51111920
D29.4%----Other51111960

filaments:
-Other, mixed mainly or solely with man-made

511120

B7%exceeding 300 g/m2
--Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51112005

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2
--Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51112010

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

--Other51112090

fibers:
-Other, mixed mainly or solely with man-made staple

511130

B7%exceeding 300 g/m2
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51113005

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51113010

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

---Other51113090
-Other:511190

B7.3%waste, valued over $33/kg
--Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

51119030
--Other:

B7%exceeding 300 g/m2
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51119040

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51119050
D28.2%---Other51119090

animal hair:
Woven fabrics of combed wool or of combed fine

5112

fine animal hair:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of wool or of

--Of a weight not exceeding 200 g/m2:511211

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51121110
D29.4%---Other51121120

--Other:511219
B7%---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics51121920
D29.4%---Other51121990

filaments:
-Other, mixed mainly or solely with man-made

511220

B7%exceeding 300 g/m2
--Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51122010

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2
--Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51122020

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

--Other51122030

fibers:
-Other, mixed mainly or solely with man-made staple

511230

B7%exceeding 300 g/m2
--Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51123010

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2
--Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51123020



D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

--Other51123030
-Other:511290

B7.3%waste, valued over $33/kg
--Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

51129030
--Other:

B7%exceeding 300 g/m2
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51129040

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

51129050
D28.2%---Other51129090
A3.7%Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair or of horsehair51130000

Cotton, not carded or combed:520100

inches):
-Having a staple length under 28.575 mm (1-1/8

EFreemm (3/4 inch)
--Harsh or rough, having a staple length under 19.05

52010005
--Other:

GFreeand entered pursuant to its provisions
---Described in general note 15 of the tariff schedule

52010012

GFreeand entered pursuant to its provisions
---Described in additional U.S. note 5 to this chapter

52010014

note 5
Annex 1,

See

31.4 cents/kg---Other52010018

more but under 34.925 mm (1-3/8 inches):
-Having a staple length of 28.575 mm (1-1/8 inches) or

G4.4 cents/kgand entered pursuant to its provisions
--Described in general note 15 of the tariff schedule

52010022

cotton pickings):
color (except cotton of perished staple, grabbots and
29.36875 mm (1-5/32 inches) or more and white in
--Other, harsh or rough, having a staple length of

G4.4 cents/kgand entered pursuant to its provisions
---Described in additional U.S. note 6 to this chapter

52010024

note 5
Annex 1,

See

31.4 cents/kg---Other52010028
--Other:

G4.4 cents/kgand entered pursuant to its provisions
---Described in additional U.S. note 7 to this chapter

52010034

note 5
Annex 1,

See

31.4 cents/kg---Other52010038

more:
-Having a staple length of 34.925 mm (1-3/8 inches) or

G1.5 cents/kgand entered pursuant to its provisions
--Described in general note 15 of the tariff schedule

52010055

G1.5 cents/kgand entered pursuant to its provisions
--Described in additional U.S. note 8 to this chapter

52010060

note 5
Annex 1,

See

31.4 cents/kg--Other52010080



stock):
Cotton waste (including yarn waste and garnetted

5202
EFree-Yarn waste (including thread waste)52021000

-Other:
A4.3%--Garnetted stock52029100

--Other:

sliver waste and roving waste:
under 30.1625 mm (1-3/16 inches) and lap waste,
---Card strips made from cotton having a staple length

GFreeand entered pursuant to its provisions
----Described in general note 15 of the tariff schedule

52029905

GFreeand entered pursuant to its provisions
----Described in additional U.S. note 9 to this chapter

52029910

note 5
Annex 1,

See

7.8 cents/kg----Other52029930
EFree---Other52029950

Cotton, carded or combed:520300
-Fibers of cotton processed but not spun:

G5%and entered pursuant to its provisions
--Described in general note 15 of the tariff schedule

52030005

G5%and entered pursuant to its provisions
--Described in additional U.S. note 10 to this chapter

52030010

note 5
Annex 1,

See

31.4 cents/kg--Other52030030
A4.3%-Other52030050

sale:
Cotton sewing thread, whether or not put up for retail

5204
-Not put up for retail sale:

A4.6%--Containing 85 percent or more by weight of cotton52041100
A4.6%--Other52041900
A4.6%-Put up for retail sale52042000

retail sale:
percent or more by weight of cotton, not put up for
Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread), containing 85

5205
-Single yarn, of uncombed fibers:
--Not exceeding 14 nm:520511

A3.7%---Unbleached, not mercerized52051110
B5.3%---Other52051120

--Exceeding 14 nm but not exceeding 43 nm:520512
B5.2%---Unbleached, not mercerized52051210
B6.8%---Other52051220

--Exceeding 43 nm but not exceeding 52 nm:520513
B6.5%---Unbleached, not mercerized52051310
B7.8%---Other52051320

--Exceeding 52 nm but not exceeding 80 nm:520514
B7.8%---Unbleached, not mercerized52051410
B9.2%---Other52051420

--Exceeding 80 nm:520515
B9.9%---Unbleached, not mercerized52051510
C12%---Other52051520

-Single yarn, of combed fibers:
B5.8%--Not exceeding 14 nm52052100



B7.3%--Exceeding 14 nm but not exceeding 43 nm52052200
B8.6%--Exceeding 43 nm but not exceeding 52 nm52052300
B9.9%--Exceeding 52 nm but not exceeding 80 nm52052400

C12%exceeding 94 metric number)
106.38 decitex (exceeding 80 metric number but not
--Measuring less than 125 decitex but not less than

52052600

C12%exceeding 120 metric number)
83.33 decitex (exceeding 94 metric number but not
--Measuring less than 106.38 decitex but not less than

52052700

C12%metric number)
--Measuring less than 83.33 decitex (exceeding 120

52052800
-Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn, of uncombed fibers:

B5.8%--Not exceeding 14 nm per single yarn52053100

B7.3%yarn
--Exceeding 14 nm but not exceeding 43 nm per single

52053200

B8.6%yarn
--Exceeding 43 nm but not exceeding 52 nm per single

52053300

B9.9%yarn
--Exceeding 52 nm but not exceeding 80 nm per single

52053400
C12%--Exceeding 80 nm per single yarn52053500

-Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn, of combed fibers:
B5.3%--Not exceeding 14 nm per single yarn52054100

B6.8%yarn
--Exceeding 14 nm but not exceeding 43 nm per single

52054200

B8.6%yarn
--Exceeding 43 nm but not exceeding 52 nm per single

52054300

B9.9%yarn
--Exceeding 52 nm but not exceeding 80 nm per single

52054400

C12%number but not exceeding 94 metric number)
not less than 106.38 decitex (exceeding 80 metric
--Measuring per single yarn less than 125 decitex but

52054600

C12%number but not exceeding 120 metric number)
but not less than 83.33 decitex (exceeding 94 metric
--Measuring per single yarn less than 106.38 decitex

52054700

C12%(exceeding 120 metric number)
--Measuring per single yarn less than 83.33 decitex

52054800

sale:
than 85 percent by weight of cotton, not put up for retail
Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread), containing less

5206
-Single yarn, of uncombed fibers:

B9.8%--Not exceeding 14 nm52061100
B9.8%--Exceeding 14 nm but not exceeding 43 nm52061200
B9.8%--Exceeding 43 nm but not exceeding 52 nm52061300
B9.8%--Exceeding 52 nm but not exceeding 80 nm52061400
B9.8%--Exceeding 80 nm52061500

-Single yarn, of combed fibers:
B9.8%--Not exceeding 14 nm52062100
B9.8%--Exceeding 14 nm but not exceeding 43 nm52062200
B9.8%--Exceeding 43 nm but not exceeding 52 nm52062300
B9.8%--Exceeding 52 nm but not exceeding 80 nm52062400
B9.8%--Exceeding 80 nm52062500

-Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn, of uncombed fibers:
B9.8%--Not exceeding 14 nm per single yarn52063100



B9.8%yarn
--Exceeding 14 nm but not exceeding 43 nm per single

52063200

B9.8%yarn
--Exceeding 43 nm but not exceeding 52 nm per single

52063300

B9.8%yarn
--Exceeding 52 nm but not exceeding 80 nm per single

52063400
B9.8%--Exceeding 80 nm per single yarn52063500

-Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn, of combed fibers:
B9.8%--Not exceeding 14 nm per single yarn52064100

B9.8%yarn
--Exceeding 14 nm but not exceeding 43 nm per single

52064200

B9.8%yarn
--Exceeding 43 nm but not exceeding 52 nm per single

52064300

B9.8%yarn
--Exceeding 52 nm but not exceeding 80 nm per single

52064400
B9.8%--Exceeding 80 nm per single yarn52064500

sale:
Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread) put up for retail

5207
E2.0%-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of cotton52071000
A5%-Other52079000

by weight of cotton, weighing not more than 200 g/m2:
Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85 percent or more

5208
-Unbleached:
--Plain weave, weighing not more than 100 g/m2:520811

B7%---Of number 42 or lower number52081120
B9%---Of numbers 43 to 6852081140

---Of number 69 or higher number:

E7.7%
3.1 cents/kg +

is not less than 94 and not more th
cabled yarns as single threads) per square centimeter
237, the total thread count (treating multiple (folded) or
yarns the average number of which exceeds 85 but not
----Suitable for making typewriter ribbon, containing

52081160
C10.5%----Other52081180

--Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m2:520812
B7%---Of number 42 or lower number52081240
B9%---Of numbers 43 to 6852081260
C11.2%---Of number 69 or higher number52081280
B7.9%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52081300

--Other fabrics:520819
B7.9%---Satin weave or twill weave52081920

---Other:
B7%----Of number 42 or lower number52081940
B9%----Of numbers 43 to 6852081960
C11.2%----Of number 69 or higher number52081980

-Bleached:
--Plain weave, weighing not more than 100 g/m2:520821

B8.4%---Of number 42 or lower number52082120
C10.2%---Of numbers 43 to 6852082140
C12.3%---Of number 69 or higher number52082160

--Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m2:520822
B8.4%---Of number 42 or lower number52082240
B9.3%---Of numbers 43 to 6852082260
C12.3%---Of number 69 or higher number52082280
B9.1%---3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52082300



--Other fabrics:520829
B8.3%---Satin weave or twill weave52082920

---Other:
B8.4%----Of number 42 or lower number52082940
C10.2%----Of numbers 43 to 6852082960
C13.5%----Of number 69 or higher number52082980

-Dyed:
--Plain weave, weighing not more than 100 g/m2:520831

A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52083120
---Other:

B8.7%----Of number 42 or lower number52083140
C10.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852083160
C13.4%----Of numbers 69 or higher number52083180

--Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m2:520832
A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52083210

---Other:
B8.0%----Of number 42 or lower number52083230
C10.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852083240
C13.4%----Of number 69 or higher number52083250
C10.3%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52083300

--Other fabrics:520839
B9.4%---Satin weave or twill weave52083920

---Other:
B8.0%----Of number 42 or lower number52083940
C10.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852083960
C13.4%----Of number 69 or higher number52083980

-Of yarns of different colors:
--Plain weave, weighing not more than 100 g/m2:520841

A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52084120
---Other:

B8.7%----Of number 42 or lower number52084140
C11.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852084160
C14.7%----Of number 69 or higher number52084180

--Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m2:520842
A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52084210

---Other:
B8.7%----Of number 42 or lower number52084230
C11.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852084240
C14.7%----Of number 69 or higher number52084250
E4.1%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52084300

--Other fabrics:520849
E4.1%---Satin weave or twill weave52084920

---Other:
B8.7%----Of number 42 or lower number52084940
C10.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852084960
C14.7%----Of number 69 or higher number52084980

-Printed:
--Plain weave, weighing not more than 100 g/m2:520851

A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52085120
---Other:

B8.7%----Of number 42 or lower number52085140
C11.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852085160
C13.4%----Of number 69 or higher number52085180

--Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m2:520852



A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52085210
---Other:

B7.4%----Of number 42 or lower number52085230
C11.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852085240
C13.4%----Of number 69 or higher number52085250
B9.4%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52085300

--Other fabrics:520859
C10.3%---Satin weave or twill weave52085920

---Other:
B7.4%----Of number 42 or lower number52085940
C10.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852085960
C12.7%----Of number 69 or higher number52085980

by weight of cotton, weighing more than 200 g/m2:
Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85 percent or more

5209
-Unbleached:

B6.5%--Plain weave52091100
B6.5%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52091200
B6.5%--Other fabrics52091900

-Bleached:
B7.7%--Plain weave52092100
B7.7%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52092200
B7.7%--Other fabrics52092900

-Dyed:
--Plain weave:520931

A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52093130
B8.6%---Other52093160
B8.6%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52093200
B8.6%--Other fabrics52093900

-Of yarns of different colors:
--Plain weave:520941

A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52094130
B8.1%---Other52094160
B8.6%--Blue denim52094200

B8.6%cross twill
--Other fabrics of 3-thread or 4-thread twill, including

52094300
B8.6%--Other fabrics52094900

-Printed:
--Plain weave:520951

A4.2%---Certified hand-loomed fabrics52095130
B8.6%---Other52095160
B8.6%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52095200
B8.6%--Other fabrics52095900

man-made fibers, weighing not more than 200 g/m2:
percent by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or solely with
Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than 85

5210
-Unbleached:
--Plain weave:521011

B8.4%---Of number 42 or lower number52101140
C10.2%---Of numbers 43 to 6852101160
C13.5%---Of number 69 or higher number52101180
B9.1%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52101200

--Other fabrics:521019
B9.1%---Satin weave or twill weave52101920



---Other:
B8.4%----Of number 42 or lower number52101940
B9.3%----Of numbers 43 to 6852101960
C11.5%----Of number 69 or higher number52101980

-Bleached:
--Plain weave:521021

B8.7%---Of number 42 or lower number52102140
C11.4%---Of numbers 43 to 6852102160
C13.4%---Of number 69 or higher number52102180
C10.3%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52102200

--Other fabrics:521029
C10.3%---Satin weave or twill weave52102920

---Other:
B8.7%----Of number 42 or lower number52102940
C11.4%----Of numbers 43 to 6852102960
C14.7%----Of number 69 or higher number52102980

-Dyed:
--Plain weave:521031

C10.2%---Of number 42 or lower number52103140
C12.2%---Of numbers 43 to 6852103160
C15.5%---Of number 69 or higher number52103180
C10.4%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52103200

--Other fabrics:521039
C10.4%---Satin weave or twill weave52103920

---Other:
B9.4%----Of number 42 or lower number52103940
C12.2%----Of numbers 43 to 6852103960
C13.6%----Of number 69 or higher number52103980

-Of yarns of different colors:
--Plain weave:521041

C10.2%---Of number 42 or lower number52104140
C12.2%---Of numbers 43 to 6852104160
C15.5%---Of number 69 or higher number52104180
C10.4%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52104200

--Other fabrics:521049
C10.4%---Satin weave or twill weave52104920

---Other:
C10.2%----Of number 42 or lower number52104940
C11.1%----Of numbers 43 to 6852104960
C15.5%----Of number 69 or higher number52104980

-Printed:
--Plain weave:521051

C10.2%---Of number 42 or lower number52105140
C12.2%---Of numbers 43 to 6852105160
C15.5%---Of number 69 or higher number52105180
C10.4%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52105200

--Other fabrics:521059
C10.4%---Satin weave or twill weave52105920

---Other:
B9.4%----Of number 42 or lower number52105940
C11.1%----Of numbers 43 to 6852105960
C10.9%----Of number 69 or higher number52105980



man-made fibers, weighing more than 200 g/m2:
percent by weight of cotton, mixed mainly or solely with
Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than 85

5211
-Unbleached:

B7.7%--Plain weave52111100
B7.7%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52111200
B7.7%--Other fabrics52111900

-Bleached:
B8.6%--Plain weave52112100
B8.6%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52112200
B8.6%--Other fabrics52112900

-Dyed:
B8.7%--Plain weave52113100
B8.7%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52113200
B8.7%--Other fabrics52113900

-Of yarns of different colors:
B8.7%--Plain weave52114100
B8.7%--Blue denim52114200

B8.7%cross twill
--Other fabrics of 3-thread or 4-thread twill, including

52114300
B8.7%--Other fabrics52114900

-Printed:
E3.9%--Plain weave52115100
B8.7%--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill52115200
B8.7%--Other fabrics52115900

Other woven fabrics of cotton:5212
-Weighing not more than 200 g/m2:
--Unbleached:521211

D23.1%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52121110
B7.8%---Other52121160

--Bleached:521212

D23.1%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52121210
B7.8%---Other52121260

--Dyed:521213

D23.1%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52121310
B7.8%---Other52121360

--Of yarns of different colors:521214

D23.1%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52121410
B7.8%---Other52121460

--Printed:521215

E13.2%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52121510
B7.8%---Other52121560

-Weighing more than 200 g/m2:
--Unbleached:521221

D23.1%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52122110
B7.8%---Other52122160

--Bleached:521222



D23.1%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52122210
B7.8%---Other52122260

--Dyed:521223

D23.1%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52122310
B7.8%---Other52122360

--Of yarns of different colors:521224

D23.1%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52122410
B7.8%---Other52122460

--Printed:521225

E13.2%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

52122510
E3.1%---Other52122560

waste (including yarn waste and garnetted  stock):
Flax, raw or processed but not spun; flax tow and

5301
EFree-Flax, raw or retted53011000

processed, but not spun:
-Flax, broken, scutched, hackled or otherwise

A0.2 cents/kg--Broken or scutched53012100
A3.8%--Other53012900
EFree--Flax tow and waste53013000

waste and garnetted stock):
not spun; tow and waste of true hemp (including yarn
True hemp (Cannabis sativa L.), raw or processed but

5302
EFree-True hemp, raw or retted53021000
EFree-Other53029000

garnetted stock):
and waste of these fibers (including yarn waste and
hemp and ramie), raw or processed but not spun; tow
Jute and other textile bast fibers (excluding flax, true

5303
EFree-Jute and other textile bast fibers, raw or retted53031000
EFree-Other53039000

fibers (including yarn waste and garnetted stock):
or processed but not spun; tow and waste of these
Sisal and other textile fibers of the genus Agave, raw

5304
EFree-Sisal and other textile fibers of the genus Agave, raw53041000
EFree-Other53049000

waste and garnetted stock): Of coconut (c
tow, noils and waste of these fibers (including yarn
specified or included, raw or processed but not spun;
ramie and other vegetable textile fibers, not elsewhere
Coconut, abaca (Manila hemp or Musa textilis Nee),

5305
-Of coconut (coir):

EFree--Raw53051100
EFree--Other53051900

-Of abaca:
EFree--Raw53052100
EFree--Other53052900

-Other:
EFree--Raw53059100
EFree--Other53059900

Flax yarn:5306



E2.6%-Single53061000
E2.4%-Multiple (folded) or cabled53062000

5303:
Yarn of jute or of other textile bast fibers of heading

5307
E0.9%-Single53071000
E1.2%-Multiple (folded) or cabled53072000

Yarn of other vegetable textile fibers; paper yarn:5308
EFree-Coir yarn53081000
E2.6%-True hemp yarn53082000
A3.7%-Paper yarn53083000
E1.6%-Other53089000

Woven fabrics of flax:5309
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of flax:

E1.2%--Unbleached or bleached53091100
E1.2%--Other53091900

-Containing less than 85 percent by weight of flax:
--Unbleached or bleached:530921

C18.7%or fine animal hair
---Containing more than 17 percent by weight of wool

53092120
---Other:

B7.3%----Containing cotton and man-made fibers53092130
E1.2%----Other53092140

--Other:530929

C18.7%or fine animal hair
---Containing more than 17 percent by weight of wool

53092920
---Other:

E3.1%----Containing cotton and man-made fibers53092930
E1.2%----Other53092940

heading 5303:
Woven fabrics of jute or of other textile bast fibers of

5310
EFree-Unbleached53101000
E0.3%-Other53109000

fabrics of paper yarn:
Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile fibers; woven

531100
-Of vegetable textile fibers:

C18.7%fine animal hair
--Containing more than 17 percent by weight of wool or

53110020
--Other:

E3.1%---Containing cotton and man-made fibers53110030
E1.2%---Other53110040
A3.7%-Of paper yarn53110060

put up for retail sale:
Sewing thread of man-made filaments, whether or not

5401
C12.0%-Of synthetic filaments54011000
C12.0%-Of artificial filaments54012000

of less than 67 decitex:
put up for retail sale, including synthetic monofilament
Synthetic filament yarn (other than sewing thread), not

5402
-High tenacity yarn of nylon or other polyamides:540210

B9.3%--Single yarn54021030
B8.4%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn54021060

-High tenacity yarn of polyesters:540220
B9.3%--Single yarn54022030
B8.1%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn54022060



-Textured yarn:

yarn not more than 500 decitex:
--Of nylon or other polyamides, measuring per single

540231
B9.3%---Single yarn54023130
B8.4%---Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn54023160

yarn more than 500 decitex:
--Of nylon or other polyamides, measuring per single

540232
B8.8%---Single yarn54023230
B8.4%---Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn54023260

--Of polyesters:540233
B9.3%---Single yarn54023330
B8.4%---Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn54023360

--Other:540239
B9.3%---Single yarn54023930
B8.4%---Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn54023960

exceeding 50 turns/m:
-Other yarn, single, untwisted or with a twist not

--Of nylon or other polyamides:540241

EFreeused in the manufacture of wigs for dolls
22 decitex per filament, certified by the importer to be
less than 5 turns per meter, measuring not less than
---Colored multifilament, untwisted or with a twist of

54024110
B8.8%---Other54024190
B9.3%--Of polyesters, partially oriented54024200

--Of polyesters, other:540243

B8.8%filaments per yarn
decitex but not more than 80 decitex, and having 24
---Wholly of polyester, measuring not less than 75

54024310
B8.8%---Other54024390

--Other:540249

EFreeimporter to be used in the manufacture of wigs for dolls
not less than 22 decitex per filament, certified by the
with a twist of less than 5 turns per meter, measuring
---Colored multifilament, of modacrylic, untwisted or

54024910
B8.8%---Other54024990

-Other yarn, single, with a twist exceeding 50 turns/m:
B9.3%--Of nylon or other polyamides54025100

--Of polyesters:540252

B9.3%filaments per yarn
decitex but not more than 80 decitex, and having 24
---Wholly of polyester, measuring not less than 75

54025210
B9.3%---Other54025290
B8.8%--Other54025900

-Other yarn, multiple (folded) or cabled:
B8.1%--Of nylon or other polyamides54026100
B8.1%--Of polyesters54026200
B8.1%--Other54026900

less than 67 decitex:
put up for retail sale, including artificial monofilament of
Artificial filament yarn (other than sewing thread), not

5403
-High tenacity yarn of viscose rayon:540310

B10%--Single yarn54031030
B9.1%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn54031060

-Textured yarn:540320



B10%--Single yarn54032030
B9.1%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn54032060

-Other yarn, single:

B10%exceeding 120 turns/m
--Of viscose rayon, untwisted or with a twist not

54033100
B10%--Of viscose rayon, with a twist exceeding 120 turns/m54033200
B9.3%--Of cellulose acetate54033300
B8.8%--Other54033900

-Other yarn, multiple (folded) or cabled:
B9.1%--Of viscose rayon54034100
B8.4%--Of cellulose acetate54034200
B8.1%--Other54034900

exceeding 5 mm:
synthetic textile materials of an apparent width not
strip and the like (for example, artificial straw) of
which no cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1 mm;
Synthetic monofilament of 67 decitex or more and of

5404
-Monofilament:540410

A2.9%--Racket strings54041010
--Other:

B7.3%---Of polypropylene, not over 254 mm in length54041040
B7.3%---Other54041080
E2.0%-Other54049000

exceeding 5 mm:
artificial textile materials of an apparent width not
strip and the like (for example, artificial straw) of
which no cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1 mm;
Artificial monofilament of 67 decitex or more and of

540500
B7.3%-Monofilament54050030
B6.1%-Other54050060

put up for retail sale:
Man-made filament yarn (other than sewing thread),

5406
B9.7%-Synthetic filament yarn54061000
B9.7%-Artificial filament yarn54062000

5404:
woven fabrics obtained from materials of heading
Woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, including

5407

C15.0%nylon or other polyamides or of polyesters
-Woven fabrics obtained from high tenacity yarn of

54071000
E6.8%-Woven fabrics obtained from strip or the like54072000

-Fabrics specified in note 9 to section XI:540730
E1.4%--Over 60 percent by weight of plastics54073010
C11.2%--Other54073090

weight of filaments of nylon or other polyamides:
-Other woven fabrics, containing 85 percent or more by

C15.0%--Unbleached or bleached54074100
C15.7%--Dyed54074200

--Of yarns of different colors:540743

C15.8%
17 cents/kg +

71 in the filling
but not over 142 in the warp and over 31 but not over
(folded) or cabled yarns as single threads) is over 69
---The thread count of which per cm (treating multiple

54074310
C11.9%---Other54074320
C14.0%--Printed54074400



weight of textured polyester filaments:
-Other woven fabrics, containing 85 percent or more by

C15.7%--Unbleached or bleached54075100
--Dyed:540752

D19.6%
21.1 cents/kg +

over 31 but not over 71 in the filling
threads) is over 69 but not over 142 in the warp and
(treating multiple (folded) or cabled yarns as single
cm between selvages, the thread count which per cm
---Measuring less than 77 cm in width or less than 77

54075205
C15.7%---Other54075220

--Of yarns of different colors:540753

C19.4%
21 cents/kg +

71 in the filling
but not over 142 in the warp and over 31 but not over
(folded) or cabled yarns as single threads) is over 69
---The thread count of which per cm (treating multiple

54075310
C14.0%---Other54075320
C15.7%--Printed54075400

weight of polyester filaments:
-Other woven fabrics, containing 85 percent or more by

non-textured polyester filaments:
--Containing 85 percent or more by weight of

540761

warp and over 31 but not over 71 in the fil
as single threads) is over 69 but not over 142 in the
which per cm (treating multiple (folded) or cabled yarns
than 77 cm between selvages, the thread count of
---Dyed, measuring less than 77 cm in width or less

D+19.8%
21.4 cents/kg

more turns per meter
having 24 filaments per yarn and with a twist of 900 or
less than 75 decitex but not more than 80 decitex,
----Wholly of polyester, of single yarns meas-uring not

54076111

D+19.8%
21.4 cents/kg

----Other54076119

warp and over 31 but not over 71 in the filling:
as single threads) is over 69 but not over 142 in the
which per cm (treating multiple (folded) or cabled yarns
---Of yarns of different colors, the thread count of

C15.8%
17 cents/kg +

more turns per meter
having 24 filaments per yarn and with a twist of 900 or
less than 75 decitex but not more than 80 decitex,
----Wholly of polyester, of single yarns meas-uring not

54076121

C15.8%
17 cents/kg +

----Other54076129
---Other:

C15.7%more turns per meter
having 24 filaments per yarn and with a twist of 900 or
less than 75 decitex but not more than 80 decitex,
----Wholly of polyester, of single yarns meas-uring not

54076191
C15.7%----Other54076199

--Other:
C15.7%---Unbleached or bleached54076910
C15.7%---Dyed54076920

---Of yarns of different colors:



E9.0%
0.7 cents/kg +

71 in the filling
but not over 142 in the warp and over 31 but not over
(folded) or cabled yarns as single threads) is over 69
----The thread count of which per cm (treating multiple

54076930
C11.9%----Other54076940
C15.7%---Printed54076990

weight of synthetic filaments:
-Other woven fabrics, containing 85 percent or more by

C15.7%--Unbleached or bleached54077100
C15.7%--Dyed54077200

--Of yarns of different colors:540773

E9.0%71 in the filling
but not over 142 in the warp and over 31 but not over
(folded) or cabled yarns as single threads) is over 69
---The thread count of which per cm (treating multiple

54077310
C11.9%---Other54077320
C15.7%--Printed54077400

with cotton:
by weight of synthetic filaments, mixed mainly or solely
-Other woven fabrics, containing less than 85 percent

C15.7%--Unbleached or bleached54078100
C15.7%--Dyed54078200
C11.9%--Of yarns of different colors54078300
C15.7%--Printed54078400

-Other woven fabrics:
--Unbleached or bleached:540791
---Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

54079105
C12.9%----Other54079110
C15.7%---Other54079120

--Dyed:540792
---Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

54079205
C12.9%----Other54079210
C15.7%---Other54079220

--Of yarns of different colors:540793
---Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

54079305
C12.9%----Other54079310

---Other:

E9.0%
0.7 cents/kg +

over 31 but not over 71 in the filling
threads) is over 69 but not over 142 in the warp and
(treating multiple (folded) or cabled yarns as single
man-made filaments, the thread count of which per cm
----Containing 85 percent or more by weight of

54079315
C14.0%----Other54079320

--Printed:540794
---Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:

E15.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

54079405
C12.9%----Other54079410



C15.7%---Other54079420

5405:
woven fabrics obtained from materials of heading
Woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn, including

5408

C15.7%viscose rayon
-Woven fabrics obtained from high tenacity yarn, of

54081000

weight of artificial filament or strip or the like:
-Other woven fabrics, containing 85 percent or more by

C15.7%--Unbleached or bleached54082100
--Dyed:540822

C15.7%---Of cuprammonium rayon54082210
C15.7%---Other54082290

--Of yarns of different colors:540823

71 in the filling:
but not over 142 in the warp and over 31 but not over
(folded) or cabled yarns as single threads) is over 69
---The thread count of which per cm (treating multiple

E9.0%
0.7 cents/kg +

----Of cuprammonium rayon54082311

E9.0%
0.7 cents/kg +

----Other54082319
---Other:

C14.0%----Of cuprammonium rayon54082321
C14.0%----Other54082329

--Printed:540824
C14.0%---Of cuprammonium rayon54082410
C14.0%---Other54082490

-Other woven fabrics:
--Unbleached or bleached:540831
---Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

54083105
C12.9%----Other54083110
C15.7%---Other54083120

--Dyed:540832
---Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:

D27.0%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

54083205
C12.9%----Other54083210

---Other:

B7.3%silk waste, valued over $33/kg
----Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

54083230
C15.8%----Other54083290

--Of yarns of different colors:540833
---Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:

D27.0%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

54083305
C12.9%----Other54083310

---Other:

C15.8%
17.1 cents/kg +

over 31 but not over 71 in the filling
threads) is over 69 but not over 142 in the warp and
(treating multiple (folded) or cabled yarns as single
man-made filaments, the thread count of which per cm
----Containing 85 percent or more by weight of

54083315



B7.3%silk waste, valued over $33/kg
----Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

54083330
C14.0%----Other54083390

--Printed:540834
---Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:

E+15.2%
19.4 cents/kg

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

54083405
C12.9%----Other54083410

---Other:

E3.1%silk waste, valued over $33/kg
----Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

54083430
C14.0%----Other54083490

Synthetic filament tow:5501
B8.5%-Of nylon or other polyamides55011000
B8.5%-Of polyesters55012000
B8.5%-Acrylic or modacrylic55013000
B8.5%-Other55019000
B8.5%Artificial filament tow55020000

otherwise processed for spinning:
Synthetic staple fibers, not carded, combed or

5503
-Of nylon or other polyamides:550310

EFree--Containing 10 percent or more by weight of nylon 1255031010
A4.5%--Other55031090
A4.5%-Of polyesters55032000
A4.5%-Acrylic or modacrylic55033000
A4.5%-Of polypropylene55034000

-Other:550390
EFree--Of vinyon55039010
A4.5%--Other55039090

processed for spinning:
Artificial staple fibers, not carded, combed or otherwise

5504
A4.5%-Of viscose rayon55041000
A4.5%-Other55049000

stock) of man-made fibers:
Waste (including noils, yarn waste and garnetted

5505
E0.8%-Of synthetic fibers55051000
E0.8%-Of artificial fibers55052000

processed for spinning:
Synthetic staple fibers, carded, combed or otherwise

5506
B5.6%-Of nylon or other polyamides55061000
B6.0%-Of polyesters55062000
B5.6%-Acrylic or modacrylic55063000
B5.6%-Other55069000

B5.6%processed for spinning
Artificial staple fibers, carded, combed or otherwise

55070000

not put up for retail sale:
Sewing thread of man-made staple fibers, whether or

5508
C12.0%-Of synthetic staple fibers55081000
C11.8%-Of artificial staple fibers55082000

fibers, not put up for retail sale:
Yarn (other than sewing thread) of synthetic staple

5509

fibers of nylon or other polyamides:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of staple

B10.0%--Single yarn55091100



C11.2%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55091200

staple fibers:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of polyester

C10.2%--Single yarn55092100
C11.2%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55092200

modacrylic staple fibers:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of acrylic or

B9.8%--Single yarn55093100
C10.8%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55093200

of synthetic staple fibers:
-Other yarn, containing 85 percent or more by weight

B9.8%--Single yarn55094100
B9.0%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55094200

-Other yarn, of polyester staple fibers:
--Mixed mainly or solely with artificial staple fibers:550951

C10.2%---Single yarn55095130
C11.2%---Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55095160
C13.2%--Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair55095200
C13.9%--Mixed mainly or solely with cotton55095300
C13.9%--Other55095900

-Other yarn, of acrylic or modacrylic staple fibers:
C13.9%--Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair55096100
C13.2%--Mixed mainly or solely with cotton55096200

--Other:550969
---Mixed mainly or solely with artificial staple fibers:

B9.8%----Single yarn55096920
C10.8%----Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55096940
C13.9%---Other55096960

-Other yarn:
C13.2%--Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair55099100
C10.5%--Mixed mainly or solely with cotton55099200

--Other:550999
---Mixed mainly or solely with artificial staple fibers:

B9.8%----Single yarn55099920
C11.2%----Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55099940
C13.9%---Other55099960

fibers, not put up for retail sale:
Yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial staple

5510

staple fibers:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of artificial

B9.8%--Single yarn55101100
C11.2%--Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55101200

C12.1%animal hair
-Other yarn, mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine

55102000
C10.5%-Other yarn, mixed mainly or solely with cotton55103000

-Other yarn:551090
--Mixed mainly or solely with synthetic staple fibers:

B9.8%---Single yarn55109020
C11.2%---Multiple (folded) or cabled yarn55109040
C13.9%--Other55109060

fibers, put up for retail sale:
Yarn (other than sewing thread) of man-made staple

5511

B9.7%more by weight of such fibers
-Of synthetic staple fibers, containing 85 percent or

55111000



B9.7%percent by weight of such fibers
-Of synthetic staple fibers, containing less than 85

55112000
B9.7%-Of artificial staple fibers55113000

percent or more by weight of synthetic staple fibers:
Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibers, containing 85

5512

staple fibers:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of polyester

C14.0%--Unbleached or bleached55121100
C15.0%--Other55121900

modacrylic staple fibers:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of acrylic or

C14.0%--Unbleached or bleached55122100
C14.0%--Other55122900

-Other:
C15.7%--Unbleached or bleached55129100
C14.0%--Other55129900

170 g/m2:
mainly or solely with cotton, of a weight not exceeding
less than 85 percent by weight of such fibers, mixed
Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibers, containing

5513
-Unbleached or bleached:

C15.7%--Of polyester staple fibers, plain weave55131100

C15.7%polyester staple fibers
--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill, of

55131200
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibers55131300
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics55131900

-Dyed:
C15.7%--Of polyester staple fibers, plain weave55132100

C15.7%polyester staple fibers
--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill, of

55132200
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibers55132300
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics55132900

-Of yarns of different colors:
C15.7%--Of polyester staple fibers, plain weave55133100

C15.7%polyester staple fibers
--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill, of

55133200
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibers55133300
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics55133900

-Printed:
C15.7%--Of polyester staple fibers, plain weave55134100

C15.0%polyester staple fibers
--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill, of

55134200
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibers55134300
C11.9%--Other woven fabrics55134900

g/m2:
mainly or solely with cotton, of a weight exceeding 170
less than 85 percent by weight of such fibers, mixed
Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibers, containing

5514
-Unbleached or bleached:

C15.7%--Of polyester staple fibers, plain weave55141100

C15.7%polyester staple fibers
--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill, of

55141200
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibers55141300
C11.9%--Other woven fabrics55141900



-Dyed:
C15.7%--Of polyester staple fibers, plain weave55142100

C15.7%polyester staple fibers
--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill, of

55142200
C15.7%--Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibers55142300
C14.0%--Other woven fabrics55142900

-Of yarns of different colors:
C15.7%--Of polyester staple fibers, plain weave55143100

C15.7%polyester staple fibers
--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill, of

55143200
C14.0%--Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibers55143300
E6.8%--Other woven fabrics55143900

-Printed:
C15.7%--Of polyester staple fibers, plain weave55144100

C15.7%polyester staple fibers
--3-thread or 4-thread twill, including cross twill, of

55144200
E6.8%--Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibers55144300
C11.9%--Other woven fabrics55144900

Other woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibers:5515
-Of polyester staple fibers:

C15.7%fibers
--Mixed mainly or solely with viscose rayon staple

55151100
C14.0%--Mixed mainly or solely with man-made filaments55151200

--Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:551513

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

55151305
C12.9%---Other55151310
C14.0%--Other55151900

-Of acrylic or modacrylic staple fibers:
E6.8%--Mixed mainly or solely with man-made filaments55152100

--Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:551522

D27.3%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

55152205
C12.9%---Other55152210
E6.8%--Other55152900

-Other woven fabrics:
C14.0%--Mixed mainly or solely with man-made filaments55159100

--Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair:551592

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

55159205
C12.9%---Other55159210
C11.9%--Other55159900

Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibers:5516

staple fibers:
-Containing 85 percent or more by weight of artificial

C15.7%--Unbleached or bleached55161100
C15.7%--Dyed55161200
C15.7%--Of yarns of different colors55161300
C12.8%--Printed55161400

filaments:
staple fibers, mixed mainly or solely with man-made
-Containing less than 85 percent by weight of artificial

C15.7%--Unbleached or bleached55162100
C15.7%--Dyed55162200



C11.9%--Of yarns of different colors55162300
C15.7%--Printed55162400

animal hair:
staple fibers, mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine
-Containing less than 85 percent by weight of artificial

--Unbleached or bleached:551631

D27.1%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

55163105
C12.9%---Other55163110

--Dyed:551632

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

55163205
C12.9%---Other55163210

--Of yarns of different colors:551633

D30.2%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

55163305
C12.9%---Other55163310

--Printed:551634

D27.0%
19.4 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

55163405
C12.9%---Other55163410

staple fibers, mixed mainly or solely with cotton:
-Containing less than 85 percent by weight of artificial

C15.7%--Unbleached or bleached55164100
C14.0%--Dyed55164200
E6.8%--Of yarns of different colors55164300
C11.9%--Printed55164400

-Other:
C14.0%--Unbleached or bleached55169100
C14.0%--Dyed55169200
C11.9%--Of yarns of different colors55169300
C14.0%--Printed55169400

dust and mill neps:
fibers, not exceeding 5 mm in length (flock), textile
Wadding of textile materials and articles thereof; textile

5601

wadding:
liners for babies and similar sanitary articles, of
-Sanitary towels and tampons, diapers and diaper

560110
A5.0%--Of cotton56011010
B8.8%--Other56011020

-Wadding; other articles of wadding:
A5.0%--Of cotton56012100
B8.8%--Of man-made fibers56012200
B5.6%--Other56012900
E2.0%-Textile flock and dust and mill neps56013000

laminated:
Felt, whether or not impregnated, coated, covered or

5602
-Needleloom felt and stitch-bonded fiber fabrics:560210

C13.6%--Laminated fabrics56021010
C11.4%--Other56021090

laminated:
-Other felt, not impregnated, coated, covered or

C8.5%
56.1 cents/kg +

--Of wool or fine animal hair56022100



B8.8%--Of other textile materials56022900
-Other:560290

E6.4%--Laminated fabrics56029030
--Other:

B8.8%---Of man-made fibers56029060

C8.8%
58.2 cents/kg +

---Other56029090

covered or laminated:
Nonwovens, whether or not impregnated, coated,

5603
-Of man-made filaments:

EFree--Weighing not more than 25 g/m256031100

EFreeg/m2
--Weighing more than 25 g/m2 but not more than 70

56031200

EFreeg/m2
--Weighing more than 70 g/m2 but not more than 150

56031300
--Weighing more than 150 g/m2:560314

EFree---Laminated fabrics56031430
EFree---Other56031490

-Other:
EFree--Weighing not more than 25 g/m256039100

EFreeg/m2
--Weighing more than 25 g/m2 but not more than 70

56039200

EFreeg/m2
--Weighing more than 70 g/m2 but not more than 150

56039300
--Weighing more than 150 g/m2:560394

E1.4%---Floor covering underlays56039410
---Other:

EFree----Laminated fabrics56039430
EFree----Other56039490

or plastics:
impregnated, coated, covered or sheathed with rubber
and strip and the like of heading 5404 or 5405,
Rubber thread and cord, textile covered; textile yarn

5604
B6.7%-Rubber thread and cord, textile covered56041000

B9.3%polyamides or of viscose rayon, impregnated or coated
-High tenacity yarn of polyesters, of nylon or other

56042000
B7.0%-Other56049000

powder or covered with metal:
combined with metal in the form of thread, strip or
yarn, or strip or the like of heading 5404 or 5405,
Metalized yarn, whether or not gimped, being textile

560500

C10.5%twist of less than 5 turns per meter
or strip or the like, ungimped, and untwisted or with
-Metal coated or metal laminated man-made filament

56050010
C13.9%-Other56050090

B9.4%chenille yarn); loop wale-yarn
gimped horsehair yarn); chenille yarn (including flock
5405, gimped (other than those of heading 5605 and
Gimped yarn, and strip and the like of heading 5404 or

56060000

coated, covered or sheathed with rubber or plastics:
plaited or braided and whether or not impregnated,
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, whether or not

5607
E1.6%-Of jute or other textile bast fibers of heading 530356071000

-Of sisal or other textile fibers of the genus Agave:



EFree--Binder or baler twine56072100
A5.0%--Other56072900

hard (leaf) fibers:
-Of abaca (Manila hemp or Musa textilis Nee) or other

560730

EFreein diameter
--Of stranded construction measuring 1.88 cm or over

56073010
A4.8%--Other56073020

-Of polyethylene or polypropylene:
--Binder or baler twine:560741

A3.7%---Of wide nonfibrillated strip56074110
B5.6%---Other56074130

--Other:560749
A3.7%---Of wide nonfibrillated strip56074910

---Other, not braided or plaited:
B7.4%----Measuring less than 4.8 mm in diameter56074915

C9.2%
16.9 cents/kg +

----Other56074925
A5.0%---Other56074930

-Of other synthetic fibers:560750
--Not braided or plaited:

B7.4%cotton, measuring less than 3.5 mm in diameter
twist, containing at least 10 percent by weight of
---3-ply or 4-ply multicolored twine having a final "S"

56075025

C12.5%
23 cents/kg +

---Other56075035
A5.0%--Other56075040

-Other:560790
EFree--Of coir56079010
B6.7%--Other56079020

materials:
fishing nets and other made up nets, of textile
Knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope; made up

5608
-Of man-made textile materials:

C11.6%--Made up fishing nets56081100
--Other:

C11.9%---Fish netting56081910
B7.0%---Other56081920

-Other:560890
C11.6%--Fish netting and fishing nets56089010

--Other:
---Of cotton:

C14.9%----Hammocks56089023
C14.9%----Other56089027
B7.0%---Other56089030

specified or included:
5405, twine, cordage, rope or cables, not elsewhere
Articles of yarn, strip or the like of heading 5404 or

560900
A4.1%-Of cotton56090010
E1.8%-Of vegetable fibers, except cotton56090020
B6.3%-Of man-made fibers56090030
B5.5%-Other56090040

whether or not made up:
Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted,

5701
-Of wool or fine animal hair:570110



hairs:
huarizo, llama, misti, suri or any combination of these
weight of the pile being hair of the alpaca, guanaco,
during weaving or knitting, with over 50 percent by
--In which the pile was hand-inserted or hand-knotted

E1.6%---Certified hand-loomed and folklore products57011013
E1.6%---Other57011016

--Other:

E2.0%inserted by hand or by means of a hand tool
---Hand-hooked, that is, in which the tufts were

57011040
A4.7%---Other57011090

-Of other textile materials:570190

E1.9%knitting
--With pile inserted and knotted during weaving or

57019010
E2.6%--Other57019020

woven rugs:
"Kelem", "Schumacks", "Karamanie" and similar hand
tufted or flocked, whether or not made up, including
Carpets and other textile floor coverings, woven, not

5702

hand-woven rugs:
-Kelem, Schumacks, Karamanie and similar

570210
G2.0%--Certified hand-loomed and folklore products57021010
E2.0%--Other57021090

-Floor coverings of coconut fibers (coir):570220
E8.6 cents/m2--With pile57022010
EFree--Other57022020

-Other, of pile construction, not made up:
--Of wool or fine animal hair:570231

B8.8%character or description
tapestry) floor coverings and floor coverings of like
---Wilton (including brussels) and velvet (including

57023110
B5.6%---Other57023120

--Of man-made textile materials:570232

B8.8%character or description
tapestry) floor coverings and floor coverings of like
---Wilton (including brussels) and velvet (including

57023210
B7.4%---Other57023220

--Of other textile materials:570239
E1.4%---Of jute57023910
A5.0%---Other57023920

-Other, of pile construction, made up:
--Of wool or fine animal hair:570241

E4.0%character or description
tapestry) floor coverings and floor coverings of like
---Wilton (including brussels) and velvet (including

57024110
E3.2%---Other57024120

--Of man-made textile materials:570242

E4.0%character or description
tapestry) floor coverings and floor coverings of like
---Wilton (including brussels) and velvet (including

57024210
E3.2%---Other57024220

--Of other textile materials:570249
E1.7%---Of cotton57024910
E1.4%---Of jute57024915



B5.6%---Other57024920
-Other, not of pile construction, not made up:
--Of wool or fine animal hair:570251

A4.5%---Woven, but not made on a power-driven loom57025120
B6.7%---Other57025140
A4.9%--Of man-made textile materials57025200

--Of other textile materials:570259
B7.2%---Of cotton57025910
A3.7%---Other57025920

-Other, not of pile construction, made up:
--Of wool or fine animal hair:570291
---Woven, but not made on a power-driven loom:

G2.0%----Certified hand-loomed and folklore products57029120
A4.5%----Other57029130
A5.0%---Other57029140
A3.7%--Of man-made textile materials57029200

--Of other textile materials:570299
B7.2%---Of cotton57029910
A3.7%---Other57029920

whether or not made up:
Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted,

5703
B6.4%-Of wool or fine animal hair57031000

-Of nylon or other polyamides:570320

B6.1%or knotted by hand or by means of a hand tool
--Hand-hooked, that is, in which the tufts were inserted

57032010
B7.1%--Other57032020
B6.6%-Of other man-made textile materials57033000
B5.3%-Of other textile materials57039000

tufted or flocked, whether or not made up:
Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of felt, not

5704
A4.9%-Tiles, having a maximum surface area of 0.3 m257041000
E2.1%-Other57049000

or not made up:
Other carpets and other textile floor coverings, whether

570500
EFree-Of coir57050010
A4.6%-Other57050020

fabrics of heading 5802 or 5806:
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, other than

5801
E2.2%-Of wool or fine animal hair58011000

-Of cotton:
D21.3%--Uncut weft pile fabrics58012100

--Cut corduroy:580122
C15.2%---Greater than 7.5 wales per cm58012210
D21.3%---Other58012290
C14.0%--Other weft pile fabrics58012300
C14.7%--Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut)58012400
C19.5%--Warp pile fabrics, cut58012500
E5.0%--Chenille fabrics58012600

-Of man-made fibers:
C18.1%--Uncut weft pile fabrics58013100
C16.2%--Cut corduroy58013200
C13.7%--Other weft pile fabrics58013300
C16.2%--Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut)58013400
C18.1%--Warp pile fabrics, cut58013500



C13.7%--Chenille fabrics58013600
-Of other textile materials:580190

A3.9%--Of vegetable fibers, except cotton58019010
A3.7%--Other58019020

fabrics, other than products of heading 5703:
than narrow fabrics of heading 5806; tufted textile
Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, other

5802

cotton:
-Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, of

C10.3%--Unbleached58021100
C10.1%--Other58021900

C16.2%other textile materials
-Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, of

58022000
B6.5%-Tufted textile fabrics58023000

Gauze, other than narrow fabrics of heading 5806:5803
E4.5%-Of cotton58031000

-Of other textile materials:580390
--Of wool or fine animal hair:

B7%not exceeding 140 g/m2
---Tapestry fabrics and upholstery fabrics of a weight

58039011
D23.1%---Other58039012
E1.2%--Of vegetable fibers, except cotton58039020
E6.8%--Of man-made fibers58039030
E2.0%--Other58039040

or in motifs:
knitted or crocheted fabrics; lace in the piece, in strips
Tulles and other net fabrics, not including woven,

5804
-Tulles and other net fabrics:580410

B8.4%--Of cotton or man-made fibers58041010
E4.8%--Other58041090

-Mechanically made lace:
C13.6%--Of man-made fibers58042100

--Of other textile materials:580429
B8.8%---Of cotton58042910
B7.0%---Other58042990
C13.9%-Hand-made lace58043000

whether or not made up:
tapestries (for example, petit point, cross stitch),
Aubusson, Beauvais and the like, and needle-worked
Hand-woven tapestries of the type Gobelins, Flanders,

580500

EFreehangings and valued over $215 per square meter
-Hand-woven tapestries fit only for use as wall

58050010
-Other:
--Of wool or fine animal hair:

E1.4%---Certified hand-loomed and folklore products58050020
E1.4%---Other58050025
E2.9%--Of cotton58050030
E3.2%--Other58050040

assembled by means of an adhesive (bolducs):
5807; narrow fabrics consisting of warp without weft
Narrow woven fabrics, other than goods of heading

5806

similar terry fabrics) and chenille fabrics:
-Woven pile fabrics (including terry towelling and

580610
B8.2%--Of cotton58061010



--Of man-made fibers:
B7%---Fastener fabric tapes58061024
B8.8%---Other58061028
B5.3%--Other58061030

B7.4%more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread
-Other woven fabrics, containing by weight 5 percent or

58062000
-Other woven fabrics:

B9.3%--Of cotton58063100
--Of man-made fibers:580632

B7.2%---Ribbons58063210
B6.5%---Other58063220

--Of other textile materials:580639
B7.0%---Of wool or fine animal hair58063910
B5.2%---Of vegetable fibers, except cotton58063920
E1.2%---Other58063930

C11.2%means of an adhesive (bolducs)
-Fabrics consisting of warp without weft assembled by

58064000

embroidered:
in the piece, in strips or cut to shape or size, not
Labels, badges and similar articles of textile materials,

5807
-Woven:580710
--Labels:

B8.3%---Of cotton or man-made fibers58071005
B6.3%---Other58071015
A4.6%--Other58071020

-Other:580790
--Labels:

B8.3%---Of cotton or man-made fibers58079005
B6.3%---Other58079015
A4.6%--Other58079020

tassels, pompons and similar articles:
without embroidery, other than knitted or crocheted;
Braids in the piece; ornamental trimmings in the piece,

5808
-Braids, in the piece:580810
--Suitable for making or ornamenting headwear:

EFree---Of abaca or ramie58081010
A3.4%---Of cotton or man-made fibers58081040
E1.4%---Of other textile materials58081050

--Other:
B7.8%---Of cotton or man-made fibers58081070
B5.9%---Other58081090
B5.5%-Other58089000

C15.7%not elsewhere specified or included
apparel, as furnishing fabrics or for similar purposes,
metalized yarn of heading 5605, of a kind used in
Woven fabrics of metal thread and woven fabrics of

58090000
Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in motifs:5810

C14.9%-Embroidery without visible ground58101000
-Other embroidery:

note 7
Annex 1,

See

3.4%--Of cotton58109100
--Of man-made fibers:581092



note 7
Annex 1,

See

5.9%---Badges, emblems and motifs58109210

note 7
Annex 1,

See

7.8%---Other58109290
--Of other textile materials:581099

note 7
Annex 1,

See

7.8%---Of wool or fine animal hair58109910

note 7
Annex 1,

See

5.9%---Other58109990

embroidery of heading 5810:
padding by stitching or otherwise, other than
or more layers of textile materials assembled with
Quilted textile products in the piece, composed of one

581100
C13.9%-Of wool or fine animal hair58110010
B6.7%-Of cotton58110020
C11.2%-Of man-made fibers58110030
E1.8%-Of other textile materials58110040

a kind used for hat foundations:
canvas; buckram and similar stiffened textile fabrics of
books or the like; tracing cloth; prepared painting
substances, of a kind used for the outer covers of
Textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous

5901

books or the like:
substances, of a kind used for the outer covers of
-Textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous

590110
B7.4%--Of man-made fibers59011010
A4.3%--Other59011020

-Other:590190
B7.4%--Of man-made fibers59019020
A4.3%--Other59019040

polyamides, polyesters or viscose rayon:
Tire cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of nylon or other

5902
B6.1%-Of nylon or other polyamides59021000
B6.1%-Of polyesters59022000
E2.6%-Other59029000

5902:
laminated with plastics, other than those of heading
Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, covered or

5903
-With polyvinyl chloride:590310

A3.7%--Of cotton59031010
--Of man-made fibers:

schedule:
---Fabrics specified in note 9 to section XI of this

E1.4%----Over 60 percent by weight of plastics59031015
C14.9%----Other59031018

---Other:
E1.7%----Over 70 percent by weight of rubber or plastics59031020
B7.9%----Other59031025
A3.7%--Other59031030

-With polyurethane:590320



A3.7%--Of cotton59032010
--Of man-made fibers:

schedule:
---Fabrics specified in note 9 to section XI of this

E1.4%----Over 60 percent by weight of plastics59032015
C11.2%----Other59032018

---Other:
E1.7%----Over 70 percent by weight of rubber or plastics59032020
B7.9%----Other59032025
A3.7%--Other59032030

-Other:590390
A3.7%--Of cotton59039010

--Of man-made fibers:

schedule:
---Fabrics specified in note 9 to section XI of this

E1.4%----Over 60 percent by weight of plastics59039015
C11.2%----Other59039018

---Other:
E1.7%----Over 70 percent by weight of rubber or plastics59039020
B7.9%----Other59039025
A3.7%--Other59039030

backing, whether or not cut to shape:
consisting of a coating or covering applied on a textile
Linoleum, whether or not cut to shape; floor coverings

5904
E1.7%-Linoleum59041000

-Other:

E2.0%nonwovens
--With a base consisting of needleloom felt or

59049100
E2.0%--With other textile base59049200

Textile wall coverings:590500
EFree-Backed with permanently affixed paper59050010
E5.0%-Other59050090

5902:
Rubberized textile fabrics, other than those of heading

5906
A4.1%-Adhesive tape of a width not exceeding 20 cm59061000

-Other:
--Knitted or crocheted:590691

A3.7%---Of cotton59069110
---Of man-made fibers:

E1.7%----Over 70 percent by weight of rubber or plastics59069120
B7.9%----Other59069125
A3.7%---Other59069130

--Other:590699
A3.7%---Of cotton59069910

---Of man-made fibers:
E1.7%----Over 70 percent by weight of rubber or plastics59069920
E3.4%----Other59069925
A4.6%---Other59069930

studio back-cloths or the like:
covered; painted canvas being theatrical scenery,
Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated, coated or

590700

section XI of this schedule:
-Laminated fabrics; fabrics specified in note 9 to

--Of man-made fibers:



EFreeproperties, including sets
---Theatrical, ballet, and operatic scenery and

59070005
C11.2%---Other59070015

--Other:

EFreeproperties, including sets
---Theatrical, ballet, and operatic scenery and

59070025
C11.2%---Other59070035

-Other:
E2.3%--Of man-made fibers:59070060
E2.3%--Other:59070080

A4.8%whether or not impregnated
mantles and tubular knitted gas mantle fabric therefor,
stoves, lighters, candles or the like; incandescent gas
Textile wicks, woven, plaited or knitted, for lamps,

59080000

without lining, armor or accessories of other materials:
Textile hosepiping and similar textile tubing, with or

590900
E1.8%-Of vegetable fibers59090010
A4.6%-Other59090020

other material:
or laminated with plastics, or reinforced with metal or
material, whether or not impregnated, coated, covered
Transmission or conveyor belts or belting, of textile

591000
B5.6%-Of man-made fibers59100010
A3.6%-Other59100090

specified in note 7 to this chapter:
Textile products and articles, for technical uses,

5911

purposes, including narrow fabrics made of v
similar fabrics of a kind used for other technical
other material, of a kind used for card clothing, and
coated, covered or laminated with	rubber, leather or
-Textile fabrics, felt and felt-lined woven fabrics,

591110
A4.1%--Printers' rubberized blankets59111010
B5.3%--Other59111020

-Bolting cloth, whether or not made up:591120

A4.6%screen-process printing
--Fabrics principally used for stenciling purposes in

59112010
--Other:

EFree---Of silk59112020
E2.6%---Other59112030

machines (for example, for pulp or asbestos-cement):
devices, of a kind used in papermaking or similar
-Textile fabrics and felts, endless or fitted with linking

B5.3%--Weighing less than 650 g/m259113100
B5.3%--Weighing 650 g/m2 or more59113200

B10.0%including that of human hair
-Straining cloth of a kind used in oil presses or the like,

59114000
B5.3%-Other59119000

fabrics, knitted or crocheted:
Pile fabrics, including "long pile" fabrics and terry

6001
-"Long pile" fabrics:600110

C18.1%--Of man-made fibers60011020
B9.8%--Other60011060

-Looped pile fabrics:
C10.3%--Of cotton60012100



C18.1%--Of man-made fibers60012200
B7.4%--Of other textile materials60012900

-Other:
C19.5%--Of cotton60019100
C18.1%--Of man-made fibers60019200

--Of other textile materials:600199

B5.6%silk waste
---Containing 85 percent or more by weight of silk or

60019910
B7.4%---Other60019990

Other knitted or crocheted fabrics:6002

5 percent or more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread:
-Of a width not exceeding 30 cm, containing by weight

600210
B9.3%--Of cotton60021040
B8.5%--Other60021080

-Other, of a width not exceeding 30 cm:600220
C14.9%--Open-work fabrics, warp knit60022010

--Other:
B8.8%---Of cotton60022030
B8.0%---Of man-made fibers60022060
B7.0%---Other60022090

percent or more of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread:
-Of a width exceeding 30 cm, containing by weight 5

600230
C13.0%--Containing elastomeric yarn60023020
B7.4%--Other60023090

galloon knitting machines):
-Other fabrics, warp knit (including those made on

C13.6%--Of wool or fine animal hair60024100
C11.6%--Of cotton60024200
C11.6%--Of man-made fibers60024300
C11.6%--Other60024900

-Other:
C13.6%--Of wool or fine animal hair60029100

--Of cotton:600292

C11.6%metric number per single yarn
---Circular knit, wholly of cotton yarns exceeding 100

60029210
C11.6%---Other60029290
C11.6%--Of man-made fibers60029300

--Other:600299

B9.8%silk waste
---Containing 85 percent or more by weight of silk or

60029910
E5.6%---Other60029990

of heading 6103:
similar articles, knitted or crocheted, other than those
anoraks (including ski-jackets), windbreakers and
Men's or boys' overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks,

6101

C17.6%
67.9 cents/kg +

-Of wool or fine animal hair61011000
C16.3%-Of cotton61012000

-Of man-made fibers:610130
B5.8%--Containing 25 percent or more by weight of leather61013010

--Other:

C54 cents/kg + 14%fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61013015
D28.9%---Other61013020



-Of other textile materials:610190

A3.0%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61019010
B5.9%--Other61019090

of heading 6104:
similar articles, knitted or crocheted, other than those
anoraks (including ski-jackets), windbreakers and
Women's or girlsovercoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks,

6102

C17.8%
60.9 cents/kg +

-Of wool or fine animal hair61021000
C16.3%-Of cotton61022000

-Of man-made fibers:610230
B5.6%--Containing 25 percent or more by weight of leather61023005

--Other:

D19.3%
66 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61023010
D28.9%---Other61023020

-Of other textile materials:610290

A3.0%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61029010
B5.9%--Other61029090

shorts (other than swimwear), knitted or crocheted:
blazers, trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and
Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type jackets,

6103
-Suits:

C14%
54.2 cents/kg +

--Of wool or fine animal hair61031100
--Of synthetic fibers:610312

C17.4%
67.1 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61031210
D28.9%---Other61031220

--Of other textile materials:610319
--Of artificial fibers:

E8.0%
30.9 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61031910
E12.0%----Other61031915
C13.1%---Of cotton61031920

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61031960
B5.8%---Other61031990

-Ensembles:

Cseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of wool or fine animal hair61032100

Cseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of cotton61032200

Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of synthetic fibers61032300
--Of other textile materials:610329



Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Of artificial fibers61032910

Bseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Other61032920
-Suit-type jackets and blazers:

C54 cents/kg + 14%--Of wool or fine animal hair61033100
C14.9%--Of cotton61033200

--Of synthetic fibers:610333

C54 cents/kg + 14%fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61033310
D28.9%---Other61033320

--Of other textile materials:610339
D20.9%---Of artificial fibers61033910

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61033940
B5.8%---Other61033980

shorts:
-Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and

--Of wool or fine animal hair:610341

C17.5%
67.5 cents/kg +

---Trousers, breeches and shorts61034110
C15.0%---Bib and brace overalls61034120

--Of cotton:610342
C16.5%---Trousers, breeches and shorts61034210
C10.6%---Bib and brace overalls61034220

--Of synthetic fibers:610343
---Trousers, breeches and shorts:

D17.1%
66 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61034310
D28.9%----Other61034315
C15.7%---Bib and brace overalls61034320

--Of other textile materials:610349
---Of artificial fibers:

D28.9%----Trousers, breeches and shorts61034910
C15.0%----Bib and brace overalls61034920

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61034940
B5.8%---Other61034980

swimwear), knitted or crocheted:
and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, trousers, bib
Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type jackets,

6104
-Suits:

C15.0%--Of wool or fine animal hair61041100
F13.2%--Of cotton61041200

--Of synthetic fibers:610413

E6.8%fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61041310
D20.9%---Other61041320

--Of other textile materials:610419



---Of artificial fibers:

C11.9%fine animal hair
----Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61041910
E12.0%----Other61041915

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61041940
B5.8%---Other61041980

-Ensembles:

Cseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of wool or fine animal hair61042100

Cseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of cotton61042200

Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of synthetic fibers61042300
--Of other textile materials:610429

Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Of artificial fibers61042910

Bseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Other61042920
-Suit-type jackets and blazers:

C17.6%
60.2 cents/kg +

--Of wool or fine animal hair61043100
C15.7%--Of cotton61043200

--Of synthetic fibers:610433

C17.9%
61.2 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61043310
D28.9%---Other61043320

--Of other textile materials:610439
D26.4%---Of artificial fibers61043910
E2.4%---Other61043920

-Dresses:
C15.0%--Of wool or fine animal hair61044100
C11.8%--Of cotton61044200

--Of synthetic fibers:610443

C15.7%fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61044310
C16.4%---Other61044320

--Of artificial fibers:610444

C15.7%fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61044410
C15.7%---Other61044420

--Of other textile materials:610449

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61044910



B5.8%---Other61044990
-Skirts and divided skirts:

C15.7%--Of wool or fine animal hair61045100
B8.5%--Of cotton61045200

--Of synthetic fibers:610453

C15.7%fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61045310
C16.4%---Other61045320

--Of other textile materials:610459
C11.6%---Of artificial fibers61045910

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61045940
B5.8%---Other61045980

shorts:
-Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and

C15.7%--Of wool or fine animal hair61046100
--Of cotton:610462

C10.6%---Bib and brace overalls61046210
F15.6%---Other61046220

--Of synthetic fibers:610463
C15.7%---Bib and brace overalls61046310

---Other:

C15.7%fine animal hair
----Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61046315
D28.9%----Other61046320

--Of other textile materials:610469
---Of artificial fibers:

C15.0%----Bib and brace overalls61046910
D28.9%----Trousers, breeches and shorts61046920

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61046940
B5.8%---Other61046980

Men's or boys' shirts, knitted or crocheted:6105
D20.2%-Of cotton61051000

-Of man-made fibers:610520

C15.0%fine animal hair
--Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61052010
D33.0%--Other61052020

-Of other textile materials:610590
C15.7%--Of wool or fine animal hair61059010

A2.9%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61059040
B5.8%--Other61059080

crocheted:
Women's or girls' blouses and shirts, knitted or

6106
D20.2%-Of cotton61061000

-Of man-made fibers:610620

C15.7%fine animal hair
--Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61062010
D33.0%--Other61062020

-Of other textile materials:610690
C15.0%--Of wool or fine animal hair61069010

--Of silk or silk waste:

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61069015



B5.8%---Other61069025
A4.8%--Other61069030

articles, knitted or crocheted:
pajamas, bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar
Men's or boys' underpants, briefs, nightshirts,

6107
-Underpants and briefs:

B7.6%--Of cotton61071100
C15.3%--Of man-made fibers61071200

--Of other textile materials:610719

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61071910
B5.8%---Other61071990

-Nightshirts and pajamas:
B9.1%--Of cotton61072100
C16.4%--Of man-made fibers61072200

--Of other textile materials:610729
C11.9%---Of wool or fine animal hair61072920

A2.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61072950
B5.8%---Other61072990

-Other:
B8.9%--Of cotton61079100
C15.7%--Of man-made fibers61079200

--Of other textile materials:610799
C15.0%---Of wool or fine animal hair61079920

A2.5%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61079950
A4.9%---Other61079990

gowns and similar articles, knitted or crocheted:
nightdresses, pajamas, negligees, bathrobes, dressing
Women's or girls' slips, petticoats, briefs, panties,

6108
-Slips and petticoats:

C15.4%--Of man-made fibers61081100
--Of other textile materials:610819

A3.5%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61081910
B6.8%---Other61081990

-Briefs and panties:
B7.8%--Of cotton61082100

--Of man-made fibers:610822

C11.6%use
---Disposable briefs and panties designed for one-time

61082210
C16.0%---Other61082290

--Of other textile materials:610829

B6.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61082910
C13.6%---Other61082990

-Nightdresses and pajamas:
B8.7%--Of cotton61083100
C16.4%--Of man-made fibers61083200

--Of other textile materials:610839
C11.9%---Of wool or fine animal hair61083910

A2.0%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61083940



A3.9%---Other61083980
-Other:

B8.7%--Of cotton61089100
C16.4%--Of man-made fibers61089200

--Of other textile materials:610899
C11.9%---Of wool or fine animal hair61089920

A2.0%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61089950
A3.9%---Other61089990

knitted or crocheted:
T-shirts, singlets, tank tops and similar garments,

6109
C18.3%-Of cotton61091000

-Of other textile materials:610990
F32.8%--Of man-made fibers61099010
B5.8%--Of wool, with long sleeves61099015

B8.4%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61099040
C16.4%--Other61099080

and similar articles, knitted or crocheted:
Sweaters, pullovers, sweatshirts, waistcoats (vests)

6110
-Of wool or fine animal hair:611010

B5.4%--Wholly of cashmere61101010
C16.4%--Other61101020

-Of cotton:611020
F5%--Containing 36 percent or more by weight of flax fibers61102010
F18.2%--Other61102020

-Of man-made fibers:611030
B6%--Containing 25 percent or more by weight of leather61103010

--Other:

C17%fine animal hair
---Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

61103015
---Other:

B6.3%silk waste
----Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

61103020
F32.9%----Other61103030

-Of other textile materials:611090

A2.9%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61109010
B6%--Other61109090

crocheted:
Babies' garments and clothing accessories, knitted or

6111
C15.0%-Of wool or fine animal hair61111000

-Of cotton:611120

D20.2%sets
--Blouses and shirts, except those imported as parts of

61112010

C17.3%imported as parts of sets
--T-shirts, singlets and similar garments, except those

61112020

C17.3%sets
and similar articles, except those imported as parts of
--Sweaters, pullovers, sweatshirts, waistcoats (vests)

61112030
C11.8%--Dresses61112040

--Other:

C15.6%imported as parts of sets
---Trousers, breeches and shorts, except those

61112050



B8.3%---Other61112060
-Of synthetic fibers:611130

D28.9%imported as parts of sets
--Trousers, breeches and shorts, except those

61113010

D33.0%sets
--Blouses and shirts, except those imported as parts of

61113020

D33.0%imported as parts of sets
--T-shirts, singlets and similar garments, except those

61113030

D31.8%sets
and similar articles, except those imported as parts of
--Sweaters, pullovers, sweatshirts, waistcoats (vests)

61113040
C16.4%--Other61113050

-Of other textile materials:611190
--Of artificial fibers:

D20.9%imported as parts of sets
---Trousers, breeches and shorts, except those

61119010

D24.2%of sets
---Blouses and shirts, except those imported as parts

61119020

E13.8%imported as parts of sets
---T-shirts, singlets and similar garments, except those

61119030

D29.4%sets
and similar articles, except those imported as parts of
---Sweaters, pullovers, sweatshirts, waistcoats (vests)

61119040
C15.7%---Other61119050

A2.9%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61119070
B5.8%--Other61119090

crocheted:
Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear, knitted or

6112
-Track suits:

C15.7%--Of cotton61121100
D28.9%--Of synthetic fibers61121200

--Of other textile materials:611219
D28.9%---Of artificial fibers61121910

C11.3%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61121940
D22.2%---Other61121980

-Ski-suits:611220
D28.9%--Of man-made fibers61122010
C11.6%--Other61122020

-Men's or boys' swimwear:
D26.6%--Of synthetic fibers61123100
C13.5%--Of other textile materials61123900

-Women's or girls' swimwear:
D25.5%--Of synthetic fibers61124100
C13.5%--Of other textile materials61124900

heading 5903, 5906 or 5907:
Garments, made up of knitted or crocheted fabrics of

611300

B5.3%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
-Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

61130010
B7.3%-Other61130090

Other garments, knitted or crocheted:6114
C14.0%-Of wool or fine animal hair61141000



C11.1%-Of cotton61142000
-Of man-made fibers:611430

D28.9%--Tops61143010
D32.9%--Bodysuits and bodyshirts61143020
C15.4%--Other61143030

-Of other textile materials:611490

A2.9%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61149010
B5.8%--Other61149090

without applied soles, knitted or crocheted:
including stockings for varicose veins, and footwear
Panty hose, tights, stockings, socks and other hosiery,

6115
-Panty hose and tights:

C16.4%than 67 decitex
--Of synthetic fibers, measuring per single yarn less

61151100

decitex or more
--Of synthetic fibers, measuring per single yarn 67

611512

EFreeorthopedic treatment
---Surgical panty hose with graduated compression for

61151210
C15.7%---Other61151220

--Of other textile materials:611519

EFreeorthopedic treatment
---Surgical panty hose with graduated compression for

61151920
---Other:

B8.4%silk waste
----Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61151940
C16.4%----Other61151980

measuring per single yarn less than 67 decitex:
-Women's full-length or knee-length hosiery,

611520

B8.9%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61152010
C16.1%--Other61152090

-Other:
C11.6%--Of wool or fine animal hair61159100

--Of cotton:611592

EFreeorthopedic treatment
---Surgical stockings with graduated compression for

61159230
---Other:

C14.0%----Containing lace or net61159260
C13.9%----Other61159290

--Of synthetic fibers:611593

EFreeorthopedic treatment
---Surgical stockings with graduated compression for

61159330
---Other:

C19.3%----Containing lace or net61159360
C15.0%----Other61159390

--Of other textile materials:611599
---Of artificial fibers:

C19.3%----Containing lace or net61159914
C15.0%----Other61159918

B5.2%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61159940
C10.1%---Other61159980

Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted:6116



rubber:
-Impregnated, coated or covered with plastics or

611610
EFree--Ice hockey gloves and field hockey gloves61161005

A3.9%snowmobile gloves, mittens and mitts
specially designed for use in sports, including ski and
--Other gloves, mittens and mitts, all the foregoing

61161008
--Other:
---Without fourchettes:

rubber:
that is impregnated, coated or covered with plastics or
----Cut and sewn from preexisting machine-knit fabric

-----Of vegetable fibers:

C17.5%rubber
------Containing over 50 percent by weight of plastics or

61161013
D24.1%------Other61161017

-----Other:

C13.9%rubber
------Containing over 50 percent by weight of plastics or

61161044
C19.1%------Other61161048

----Other:

C13.5%combination thereof
man-made fibers or other textile fibers, or any
-----Containing 50 percent or more by weight of cotton,

61161055
B9.8%-----Other61161065

---With fourchettes:

C13.5%combination thereof
man-made fibers or other textile fibers, or any
----Containing 50 percent or more by weight of cotton,

61161075
B9.8%----Other61161095

-Other:

B7.2%
32 cents/kg +

--Of wool or fine animal hair61169100
--Of cotton:

EFree---Ice hockey gloves and field hockey gloves61169205

A3.9%snowmobile gloves, mittens and mitts
specially designed for use in sports, including ski and
---Other gloves, mittens and mitts, all the foregoing

61169208
---Other:
----Made from a pre-existing machine knit fabric:

D24.1%-----Without fourchettes61169264
D24.1%-----With fourchettes61169274

----Other:
B9.6%-----Without fourchettes61169288
B9.6%-----With fourchettes61169294

--Of synthetic fibers:611693
EFree---Ice hockey gloves and field hockey gloves61169305

A3.9%snowmobile gloves, mittens and mitts
specially designed for use in sports, including ski and
---Other gloves, mittens and mitts, all the foregoing

61169308
Other:
---Other:

fine animal hair:
----Containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool or

B7.1%
31.8 cents/kg +

-----Without fourchettes61169364



B7.1%
31.8 cents/kg +

-----With fourchettes61169374
----Other:

C19.1%-----Without fourchettes61169388
C19.1%-----With fourchettes61169394

--Of other textile materials:611699
---Of artificial fibers:

EFree----Ice hockey gloves and field hockey gloves61169920

A3.9%snowmobile gloves, mittens and mitts:
specially designed for use in sports, including ski and
----Other gloves, mittens and mitts, all the foregoing

61169935
----Other:

C19.3%-----Without fourchettes61169948
C19.3%-----With fourchettes61169954

E1.6%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

61169975
A3.9%---Other61169995

clothing accessories:
crocheted; knitted or crocheted parts of garments or of
Other made up clothing accessories, knitted or

6117
like:
-Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the

611710
B9.8%--Of wool or fine animal hair61171010
C11.6%--Of man-made fibers61171020

A4.9%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61171040
B9.7%--Other61171060

-Ties, bow ties and cravats:611720

A4.0%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61172010
B6.3%--Other61172090

-Other accessories:611780

B7.6%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61178010
--Other:

C15.0%---Headbands, ponytail holders and similar articles61178085
C15.0%---Other61178095

-Parts:611790

B7.6%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

61179010
C15.0%--Other61179090

other than those of heading 6203:
similar articles (including padded, sleeveless jackets),
anoraks (including ski-jackets), windbreakers and
Men's or boys' overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks,

6201
-Overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks and similar coats:

C18.2%
45.8 cents/kg +

--Of wool or fine animal hair62011100
--Of cotton:620112

A4.5%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62011210
B9.6%---Other62011220

--Of man-made fibers:620113



A4.5%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62011310
---Other:

D20.2%
51 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62011330
D28.4%----Other62011340

--Of other textile materials:620119

E1.2%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62011910
A2.9%---Other62011990

similar articles (including padded, sleeveless jackets):
-Anoraks (including ski-jackets), windbreakers and

--Of wool or fine animal hair:620191
C11.9%---Padded, sleeveless jackets62019110

D20.2%
51 cents/kg +

---Other62019120
--Of cotton:620192

A4.5%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62019210
---Other:

B6.4%----Water resistant62019215
B9.6%----Other62019220

--Of man-made fibers:620193

A4.5%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62019310
---Other:

C15.7%----Padded, sleeveless jackets62019320
----Other:

D20.2%
50.9 cents/kg +

or fine animal hair
-----Containing 36 percent or more by  weight of wool

62019325
-----Other:

B7.3%------Water resistant62019330
D28.4%------Other62019335

--Of other textile materials:620199

E1.8%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62019910
A4.3%---Other62019990

other than those of heading 6204:
similar articles, (including padded, sleeveless jackets),
anoraks (including ski-jackets), windbreakers and
Women's or girlsovercoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks,

6202
-Overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks and similar coats:

C18.2%
43.1 cents/kg +

--Of wool or fine animal hair62021100
--Of cotton:620212



A4.5%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62021210
B9.1%---Other62021220

--Of man-made fibers:620213

A4.5%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62021310
---Other:

D20.2%
44.6 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62021330
D28.4%----Other62021340

--Of other textile materials:620219

E1.2%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62021910
A2.9%---Other62021990

similar articles (including padded, sleeveless jackets):
-Anoraks (including ski-jackets), windbreakers and

--Of wool or fine animal hair:620291
C15.2%---Padded, sleeveless jackets62029110

C18.2%
40.1 cents/kg +

---Other62029120
--Of cotton:620992

A4.5%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62029210
---Other:

B6.4%----Water resistant62029215
B9.1%----Other62029220

--Of man-made fibers:620293

A4.5%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62029310
---Other:

C15.7%----Padded, sleeveless jackets62029320
----Other:

D20.2%
44.6 cents/kg +

or fine animal hair
-----Containing 36 percent or more by  weight of wool

62029340
-----Other:

B7.3%------Water resistant62029345
D28.4%------Other62029350

--Of other textile materials:620299

E1.2%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62029910
A2.9%---Other62029990

shorts (other than swimwear):
blazers, trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and
Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type jackets,

6203
-Suits:
--Of wool or fine animal hair:620311



B7.5%silk waste
---Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

62031110

C18.9%
21.2 cents/kg +

---Other62031120
--Of synthetic fibers:620312

C18.9%
21.2 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62031210
D28.0%---Other62031220

--Of other textile materials:620319
C14.5%---Of cotton62031910

---Of artificial fibers:

D21%
52.9 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62031920
D20.5%----Other62031930

B5.3%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62031950
B7.3%---Other62031990

-Ensembles:

Cseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of wool or fine animal hair62032100
--Of cotton:620322

B7.7%---Judo, karate and other oriental martial arts uniforms62032210

Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Other62032230

Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of synthetic fibers62032300
--Of other textile materials:620329

Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Of artificial fibers62032920

Aseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Other62032930
-Suit-type jackets and blazers:

C19.3%--Of wool or fine animal hair62033100
--Of cotton:620332

A2.9%fibers
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of flax

62033210
B9.6%---Other62033220

--Of synthetic fibers:620333

D22%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62033310
D28.0%---Other62033320

--Of other textile materials:620339
---Of artificial fibers:

D22%fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62033910



D28.0%----Other62033920

A3.4%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62033950
B6.7%---Other62033990

shorts:
-Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and

--Of wool or fine animal hair:620341
---Trousers, breeches and shorts:

B7.6%than 9 kg per dozen
fiber, water resistant, without belt loops, weighing more
----Trousers and breeches, containing elastomeric

62034105

C18.2%
46.3 cents/kg +

----Other62034115
C11.9%---Bib and brace overalls62034120

--Of cotton:620342

E1.9%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62034210
---Other:

C10.6%----Bib and brace overalls62034220
C17.0%----Other62034240

--Of synthetic fibers:620343

E1.9%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62034310
---Other:
----Bib and brace overalls:

B7.3%-----Water resistant62034315
C15.7%-----Other62034320

----Other:
C12.5%-----Certified hand-loomed and folklore  products62034325

-----Other:

D20.2%
50.9 cents/kg +

or fine animal hair
------Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool

62034330
------Other:

B7.3%-------Water resistant trousers or breeches62034335
D28.6%-------Other62034340

--Of other textile materials:620349
---Of artificial fibers:

C11.9%----Bib and brace overalls62034910
----Trousers, breeches and shorts:

C12.5%-----Certified hand-loomed and folklore  products62034915
D28.6%-----Other62034920

E1.2%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62034940
A2.9%---Other62034980

swimwear):
and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, trousers, bib
Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type jackets,

6204
-Suits:

C15.2%--Of wool or fine animal hair62041100
C15.8%--Of cotton62041200



--Of synthetic fibers:620413

C17%fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62041310

D26.5%
36.2 cents/kg +

---Other62041320
--Of other textile materials:620419
---Of artificial fibers:

C17%fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62041910

D26.5%
36.2 cents/kg +

----Other62041920

A3.4%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62041940
B6.7%---Other62041980

-Ensembles:

Cseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of wool or fine animal hair62042100
--Of cotton:620422

B7.7%---Judo, karate and other oriental martial arts uniforms62042210

Cseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Other62042230

Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

--Of synthetic fibers62042300
--Of other textile materials:620429

Dseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Of artificial fibers62042920

Bseparately entered
the ensemble if
to each garment in
The rate applicable

---Other62042940
-Suit-type jackets and blazers:
--Of wool or fine animal hair:620431

B7.5%silk waste
---Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

62043110

C18.9%
18.5 cents/kg +

---Other62043120
--Of cotton:620432

A2.9%fibers
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of flax

62043210
B9.6%---Other62043220

--Of synthetic fibers:620433

B7.3%silk waste
---Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

62043310
A2.9%fibers

---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of flax
62043320

D21%
46.3 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62043340
D28.0%---Other62043350



--Of other textile materials:620439
---Of artificial fibers:

C18.5%
40.8 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62043920
D28.0%----Other62043930

---Other:

A3.3%silk waste
----Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62043960
B6.5%----Other62043980

-Dresses:
--Of wool or fine animal hair:620441

B7.4%silk waste
---Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

62044110
C15.0%---Other62044120

--Of cotton:620442
C12.1%---Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62044210

---Other:

B5.7%fibers
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of flax

62044220
C10.1%----Other62044230

--Of synthetic fibers:620443
C11.6%---Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62044310

---Other:

B7.3%silk waste
----Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

62044320

C15.7%fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62044330
C16.4%----Other62044340

--Of artificial fibers:620444
C11.6%---Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62044420

---Other:

C11.9%fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62044430
C16.4%----Other62044440

--Of other textile materials:620449

B7.1%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62044910
B7.1%---Other62044950

-Skirts and divided skirts:
C15.2%--Of wool or fine animal hair62045100

--Of cotton:620452
B8.2%---Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62045210
B8.4%---Other62045220

--Of synthetic fibers:620453
C11.6%---Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62045310

---Other:

C15.7%fine animal hair
----Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62045320
C16.4%----Other62045330

--Of other textile materials:620459
---Of artificial fibers:

C11.6%----Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62045910
----Other:



C15.7%or fine animal hair
-----Containing 36 percent or more by  weight of wool

62045920
C16.4%-----Other62045930
B6.8%---Other62045940

shorts:
-Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and

--Of wool or fine animal hair:620461

B7.6%6 kg per dozen
water resistant, without belt loops, weighing more than
---Trousers and breeches, containing elastomeric fiber,

62046110
C15.0%---Other62046190

--Of cotton:620462

E1.9%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62046210
---Other:

B9.1%----Bib and brace overalls62046220
----Other:

B7.3%-----Certified hand-loomed and  folklore products62046230
C17.0%-----Other62046240

--Of synthetic fibers:620463

E1.9%more by weight of down
35 percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
and waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises
---Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down

62046310
---Other:
----Bib and brace overalls:

B7.3%-----Water resistant62046312
C15.7%-----Other62046315

----Other:
C11.6%-----Certified hand-loomed and  folklore products62046320

-----Other:

C15.0%or fine animal hair
------Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool

62046325
------Other:

B7.3%-------Water resistant trousers or breeches62046330
D29.3%-------Other62046335

--Of other textile materials:620469
---Of artificial fibers:

C15.0%----Bib and brace overalls62046910
----Trousers, breeches and shorts:

C15.0%or fine animal hair
-----Containing 36 percent or more by  weight of wool

62046920
D29.3%-----Other62046925

---Of silk or silk waste:

A3.7%silk waste
----Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62046940
B7.3%----Other62046960
A2.9%---Other62046990

Men's or boys' shirts:6205
-Of wool or fine animal hair:620510

B9.4%--Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62051010

C18.9%
21.2 cents/kg +

--Other62051020



-Of cotton:620520
B8.9%--Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62052010
D20.2%--Other62052020

-Of man-made fibers:620530
C12.5%--Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62053010

--Other:

D20.2%
50.9 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62053015

D26.5%
29.8 cents/kg +

---Other62053020
-Of other textile materials:620590
--Of silk or silk waste:

A3.7%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62059010
B7.3%---Other62059030
A2.9%--Other62059040

Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses:6206
B7.1%-Of silk or silk waste62061000

-Of wool or fine animal hair:620620
C11.9%--Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62062010

--Other:

B7.3%silk waste
---Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

62062020

C18.6%
33.1 cents/kg +

---Other62062030
-Of cotton:620630

B9.2%--Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62063010
--Other:

A3.6%fibers
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of flax

62063020
C15.8%---Other62063030

-Of man-made fibers:620640
C11.6%--Certified hand-loomed and folklore products62064010

--Other:

B5.6%silk waste
---Containing 30 percent or more by weight of silk or

62064020

C17%
66.9 cents/kg +

fine animal hair
---Containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool or

62064025
D27.6%---Other62064030
B6.9%-Of other textile materials62069000

dressing gowns and similar articles:
underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pajamas, bathrobes,
Men's or boys' singlets and other undershirts,

6207
-Underpants and briefs:

B6.3%--Of cotton62071100
--Of other textile materials:620719

B5.5%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62071910
C10.8%---Other62071990

-Nightshirts and pajamas:
B9.1%--Of cotton62072100
C16.4%--Of man-made fibers62072200

--Of other textile materials:620729

A3.7%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62072910



B7.3%---Other62072990
-Other:
--Of cotton:620791

B8.8%---Bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles62079110
B6.3%---Other62079130

--Of man-made fibers:620792
C15.7%---Bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles62079220
C10.8%---Other62079240

--Of other textile materials:620799
---Of wool or fine animal hair:

C11.9%----Bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles62079920
B6.3%----Other62079940

A3.7%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62079970
B7.3%---Other62079990

articles:
negligees, bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar
petticoats, briefs, panties, nightdresses, pajamas,
Women's or girls' singlets and other undershirts, slips,

6208
-Slips and petticoats:

C15.7%--Of man-made fibers62081100
--Of other textile materials:620819

C11.5%---Of cotton62081920

A4.6%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62081950
B8.9%---Other62081990

-Nightdresses and pajamas:
B9.1%--Of cotton62082100
C16.4%--Of man-made fibers62082200

--Of other textile materials:620829

A3.7%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62082910
B7.3%---Other62082990

-Other:
--Of cotton:620891

B7.9%---Bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles62089110
C11.5%---Other62089130
C16.4%--Of man-made fibers:62089200

--Of other textile materials:620899
C11.9%---Of wool or fine animal hair62089920

---Of silk or silk waste:

A3.7%silk waste
----Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62089930
B7.3%----Other62089950
A2.9%---Other62089980

Babies' garments and clothing accessories:6209

C17%
37.6 cents/kg +

-Of wool or fine animal hair62091000
-Of cotton:620920

C12.1%--Dresses62092010

C15.5%sets
--Blouses and shirts, except those imported as parts of

62092020
--Other:



C16.0%imported as parts of sets
---Trousers, breeches and shorts, except those

62092030
B9.5%---Other62092050

-Of synthetic fibers:620930

D24.6%sets
--Blouses and shirts, except those imported as parts of

62093010

D29.3%imported as parts of sets
--Trousers, breeches and shorts, except those

62093020
C16.4%--Other62093030

-Of other textile materials:620990
--Of artificial fibers:

D24.6%of sets
---Blouses and shirts, except those imported as parts

62099010

D21.1%imported as parts of sets
---Trousers, breeches and shorts, except those

62099020
C15.7%---Other62099030

E1.2%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

62099050
A2.9%--Other62099090

5903, 5906 or 5907:
Garments, made up of fabrics of heading 5602, 5603,

6210
-Of fabrics of heading 5602 or 5603:621010

A3.9%lined with paper
--Of fabrics formed on a base of paper or covered or

62101020
--Other:

E2.5%hospitals, clinics, laboratories or contaminated areas
---Nonwoven disposable apparel designed for use in

62101050
---Other:

C11.9%one-time use
----Disposable briefs and panties designed for

62101070
C16.4%----Other62101090

6201.11 to 6201.19:
-Other garments, of the type described in subheadings

621020
--Of man-made fibers:

B5.3%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
---Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

62102030
B7.3%---Other62102050

--Other:

A4.6%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
---Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

62102070
B6.4%---Other62102090

6202.11 to 6202.19:
-Other garments, of the type described in subheadings

621030
--Of man-made fibers:

B5.3%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
---Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

62103030
B7.3%---Other62103050

--Other:

A4.6%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
---Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

62103070



B6.4%---Other62103090
-Other men's or boys' garments:621040
--Of man-made fibers:

B5.3%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
---Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

62104030
B7.3%---Other62104050

--Other:

A4.6%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
---Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

62104070
B6.4%---Other62104090

-Other women's or girls' garments:621050
--Of man-made fibers:

B5.3%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
---Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

62105030
B7.3%---Other62105050

--Other:

A4.6%which completely obscures the underlying fabric
covered, or laminated with rubber or plastics material
---Having an outer surface impregnated, coated,

62105070
B6.4%---Other62105090

Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other garments:6211
-Swimwear:
--Men's or boys':621111

D28.5%---Of man-made fibers62111110

B5.6%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62111140
B7.7%---Other62111180

--Women's or girls':621112
C16.5%---Of man-made fibers62111210

A3.9%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62111240
B7.7%---Other62111280

-Ski-suits:621120

more by weight of down:
percent or more by weight; containing 10 percent or
waterfowl plumage and of which down comprises 35
--Containing 15 percent or more by weight of down and

A2.3%imported as parts of ski-suits
similar articles (including padded, sleeveless jackets)
---Anoraks (including ski-jackets), windbreakers and

62112004
A4.5%---Other62112008

--Other:
B7.3%---Water resistant62112015

---Other:
----Men's or boys':

imported as parts of  ski-suits:
similar articles  (including padded, sleeveless  jackets)
-----Anoraks (including ski-jackets),  windbreakers and

D22.3%------Of wool or fine animal hair62112024
D28.4%------Other62112028



ski-suits:
-----Trousers and breaches imported as parts of

D22.5%------Of wool or fine animal hair62112034
D28.8%------Other62112038

-----Other:
C15.2%------Of wool or fine animal hair62112044
C15.7%------Other62112048

----Women's or girls':

imported as parts of ski-suits:
similar articles  (including padded, sleeveless  jackets)
-----Anoraks (including ski-jackets),  windbreakers and

D22.4%------Of wool or fine animal hair62112054
D28.7%------Other62112058

ski-suits:
-----Trousers and breeches imported as parts of

D22.7%------Of wool or fine animal hair62112064
D29.3%------Other62112068

-----Other:
C15.2%------Of wool or fine animal hair62112074
C15.7%------Other62112078

-Other garments, men's or boys':
C14.0%--Of wool or fine animal hair62113100
B8.3%--Of cotton62113200
C16.4%--Of man-made fibers62113300

--Of other textile materials:621139

A1.5%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62113910
A2.9%---Other62113990

-Other garments, women's or girls':
C14.0%--Of wool or fine animal hair62114100
B8.3%--Of cotton62114200
C16.4%--Of man-made fibers62114300

--Of other textile materials:621149

A3.8%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62114910
B7.5%---Other62114990

or not knitted or crocheted:
garters and similar articles and parts thereof, whether
Brassieres, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders,

6212
-Brassieres:621210
--Containing lace, net or embroidery:

C15.7%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62121030
C17.3%---Other62121050

--Other:

B8.8%silk waste
---Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or

62121070
C17.3%---Other62121090
D22.0%-Girdles and panty-girdles62122000
D24.1%-Corsets62123000
B6.8%-Other62129000

Handkerchiefs:6213
-Of silk or silk waste:621310



A3.7%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

62131010
B5.3%--Other62131020

-Of cotton:621320
C13.5%--Hemmed, not containing lace or embroidery62132010
B7.3%--Other62132020

-Of other textile materials:621390
C11.1%--Of man-made fibers62139010
B7.5%--Other62139020

Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like:6214
-Of silk or silk waste:621410

A1.2%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

62141010
A3.9%--Other62141020
B6.7%-Of wool or fine animal hair62142000
B5.3%-Of synthetic fibers62143000
B5.3%-Of artificial fibers62144000
C11.3%-Of other textile materials62149000

Ties, bow ties and cravats:6215
B7.5%-Of silk or silk waste62151000

C13%
25.5 cents/kg +

-Of man-made fibers62152000
B6.2%-Of other textile materials62159000

Gloves, mittens and mitts:621600
rubber:
-Impregnated, coated or covered with plastics or

EFree--Ice hockey gloves and field hockey gloves62160005

A2.7%snowmobile gloves, mittens and mitts:
specially designed for use in sports, including ski and
--Other gloves, mittens and mitts, all the foregoing

62160008
Other:
Without fourchettes:

rubber:
that is impregnated, coated or covered with plastics or
Cut and sewn from pre-existing machine-woven fabric

--Other:
---Without fourchettes:

plastics or rubber:
fabric that is impregnated, coated or covered with
----Cut and sewn from pre-existing machine-woven

-----Of vegetable fibers:

C17.5%rubber
------Containing over 50 percent by weight of plastics or

62160013
D24.1%------Other62160017

-----Other:

C+7.7%
15.5 cents/kg

rubber
------Containing over 50 percent by weight of plastics or

62160019

C10.6%
21.2 cents/kg +

------Other62160021
----Other:

C13.5%man-made fibers or  any combination thereof
-----Containing 50 percent or more by  weight of cotton,

62160024
B9.8%-----Other62160026

---With fourchettes:



C13.5%man-made fibers or any combination thereof
----Containing 50 percent or more by weight of cotton,

62160029
B9.8%----Other62160031

-Other:
--Of cotton:

EFree---Ice hockey gloves and field hockey gloves62160033

A3.9%snowmobile gloves, mittens and mitts:
specially designed for use in sports, including ski and
---Other gloves, mittens and mitts, all the foregoing

62160035
---Other:

D24.1%----Without fourchettes62160038
D24.1%----With fourchettes62160041

--Of man-made fibers:
EFree---Ice hockey gloves and field hockey gloves62160043

A3.9%snowmobile gloves, mittens and mitts:
specially designed for use in sports, including ski and
---Other gloves, mittens and mitts, all the foregoing

62160046
---Other:

C10.6%
21.2 cents/kg +

----Without fourchettes62160054

C10.6%
21.2 cents/kg +

----With fourchettes62160058
--Other:

A3.6%---Of wool or fine animal hair62160080
A3.9%---Other62160090

6212:
or of clothing accessories, other than those of heading
Other made up clothing accessories; parts of garments

6217
-Accessories:621710

B7.6%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

62171010
--Other:

C15.0%---Headbands, ponytail holders and similar articles62171085
C15.0%---Other62171095

-Parts:621790

B7.6%waste
--Containing 70 percent or more by weight of silk or silk

62179010
C15.0%--Other62179090

Blankets and traveling rugs:6301
C12.0%-Electric blankets63011000

E6.0%
1.8 cents/kg +

rugs, of wool or fine animal hair
-Blankets (other than electric blankets) and traveling

63012000

B8.8%rugs, of cotton
-Blankets (other than electric blankets) and traveling

63013000

C10.3%rugs, of synthetic fibers
-Blankets (other than electric blankets) and traveling

63014000
B10.0%-Other blankets and traveling rugs63019000

Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen:6302
B6.6%-Bed linen, knitted or crocheted63021000

-Other bed linen, printed:
--Of cotton:630221

trimming, piping or applique work:
---Containing any embroidery, lace, braid, edging,

C16.7%----Napped63022130



D22.1%----Not napped63022150
---Other:

A4.5%----Napped63022170
B7.1%----Not napped63022190

--Of man-made fibers:630222

C15.7%trimming, piping or applique work
---Containing any embroidery, lace, braid, edging,

63022210
C12.0%---Other63022220
B6.3%--Of other textile materials63022900

-Other bed linen:
--Of cotton:630231

trimming, piping or applique work:
---Containing any embroidery, lace, braid, edging,

C16.7%----Napped63023130
D22.1%----Not napped63023150

---Other:
B5.3%----Napped63023170
B7.1%----Not napped63023190

--Of man-made fibers:630232

C15.7%trimming, piping or applique work
---Containing any embroidery, lace, braid, edging,

63023210
C12.0%---Other63023220
B6.0%--Of other textile materials63023900

-Table linen, knitted or crocheted:630240
B9.0%--Of vegetable fibers (except cotton)63024010
B7.2%--Other63024020

-Other table linen:
--Of cotton:630251
---Tablecloths and napkins:

B6.4%----Damask63025110
----Other:

B5.1%-----Plain woven63025120
B6.1%-----Other63025130
B6.7%---Other63025140

--Of flax:630252
B7.1%---Tablecloths and napkins63025210
E2.5%---Other63025220
C11.9%--Of man-made fibers63025300
B9.3%--Of other textile materials63025900

B9.6%similar terry fabrics, of cotton
-Toilet linen and kitchen linen, of terry towelling or

63026000
-Other:

B9.7%--Of cotton63029100
E1.0%--Of flax63029200

--Of man-made fibers:630293
B6.5%---Pile or tufted construction63029310
C10.5%---Other63029320

--Of other textile materials:630299

A3.8%silk waste
---Containing 85 percent or more by weight of silk or

63029910
B8.8%---Other63029920

or bed valances:
Curtains (including drapes) and interior blinds; curtain

6303
-Knitted or crocheted:



C10.9%--Of cotton63031100
C11.9%--Of synthetic fibers63031200
B9.0%--Of other textile materials63031900

-Other:
C10.9%--Of cotton63039100

--Of synthetic fibers:630392

C11.9%5407.61.11, 5407.61.21 or 5407.61.91
---Made up from fabrics described in subheading

63039210
C11.9%---Other63039220
C11.9%--Of other textile materials63039900

9404:
Other furnishing articles, excluding those of heading

6304
-Bedspreads:
--Knitted or crocheted:630411

C12.6%--Of cotton63041110
B9.1%--Of man-made fibers63041120
B8.2%--Other63041130

--Other:630419
---Of cotton:

C12.6%trimming, piping or applique work
----Containing any embroidery, lace, braid, edging,

63041905
A4.6%----Other63041910

---Of man-made fibers:

C15.7%trimming, piping or applique work
----Containing any embroidery, lace, braid, edging,

63041915
B9.1%----Other63041920
B8.8%---Other63041930

-Other:
B8.1%--Knitted or crocheted63049100
B6.7%--Not knitted or crocheted, of cotton63049200
B9.8%--Not knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibers63049300

--Not knitted or crocheted, of other textile materials:630499
---Wall hangings of wool or fine animal hair:

B5.3%----Certified hand-loomed and folklore products63049910
C11.9%----Other63049915

---Other:
----Of vegetable fibers (except cotton):

C11.9%-----Wall hangings of jute63049925
C11.9%-----Other63049935

B5.3%wool or fine animal hair
----Certified hand-loomed and folklore pillow covers of

63049940
A4.5%----Other63049960

goods:
Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of

6305
EFree-Of jute or of other textile bast fibers of heading 530363051000
B6.5%-Of cotton63052000

-Of man-made textile materials:
B8.8%--Flexible intermediate bulk containers63053200

B8.8%like
--Other, of polyethylene or polypropylene strip or the

63053300
B8.8%--Other63053900
B6.5%-Of other textile materials63059000

boats, sailboards or landcraft; camping goods:
Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds; tents; sails for

6306



-Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds:
C11.2%--Of cotton63061100
B9.3%--Of synthetic fibers63061200
B5.4%--Of other textile materials63061900

-Tents:
C11.2%--Of cotton63062100

--Of synthetic fibers:630622
E1.9%---Backpacking tents63062210
B9.3%---Other63062290
A4.1%--Of other textile materials63062900

-Sails:
E1.7%--Of synthetic fibers63063100
E1.7%--Of other textile materials63063900

-Pneumatic mattresses:
A3.9%--Of cotton63064100
A3.9%--Of other textile materials63064900

-Other:
A4.9%--Of cotton63069100
B6.3%--Of other textile materials63069900

Other made up articles, including dress patterns:6307

cloths:
-Floorcloths, dishcloths, dusters and similar cleaning

630710
A4.3%--Dustcloths, mop cloths and polishing cloths, of cotton63071010
B7.4%--Other63071020
B6.3%-Life jackets and life belts63072000

-Other:630790
B8.3%--Labels63079030
E2.9%--Cords and tassels63079040
E3.2%--Corset lacings, footwear lacings or similar lacings63079050

--Surgical drapes:

E2.2%lined with paper
---Of fabric formed on a base of paper or covered or

63079060
---Other:

E2.5%surgical drapes of man-made fibers
----Spunlaced or bonded fiber fabric disposable

63079068
B6.3%----Other63079072
B6.0%--Toys for pets, of textile materials63079075
B8.1%--Wall banners, of man-made fibers63079085

--Other:

B7%eiderdowns, comforters and similar articles of cotton
construction; pillow shells, of cotton; shells for quilts,
---Surgical towels; cotton towels of pile or tufted

63079089
B7%---Other63079099

C12.0%similar textile articles, put up in packings for retail sale
rugs, tapestries, embroidered tablecloths or napkins, or
whether or not with accessories, for making up into
Needlecraft sets consisting of woven fabric and yarn,

63080000
E0.7%Worn clothing and other worn articles63090000

cables, of textile materials:
cables, and worn out articles of twine, cordage, rope or
Used or new rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and

6310
-Sorted:631010

E2.5 cents/kg--Of wool or fine animal hair63101010
EFree--Other63101020



-Other:631090
A5.8 cents/kg--Of wool or fine animal hair63109010
EFree--Other63109020

screwing, plugging or similar processes:
to the sole nor assembled by stitching, riveting, nailing,
rubber or plastics, the uppers of which are neither fixed
Waterproof footwear with outer soles and uppers of

6401
D37.5%-Footwear incorporating a protective metal toe-cap64011000

-Other footwear:
D37.5%--Covering the knee64019100

--Covering the ankle but not covering the knee:640192
EFree---Ski-boots and snowboard boots64019230

---Other:

A4.6%supported or lined with polyvinyl ch
4(a) to this chapter) is polyvinyl chloride, whether or not
or reinforcements such as those mentioned in note
of the external surface area (including any accessories
----Having soles and uppers of which over 90 percent

64019260
D37.5%----Other64019290

--Other:640199

chemicals or cold or inclement weather:
footwear as a protection against water, oil, grease or
---Designed to be worn over, or in lieu of, other

D25%----Designed for use without closures64019930
D37.5%----Other64019960

---Other:

EFreehaving foxing or a foxing-like band applied o
to this chapter) is rubber or plastics (except footwear
reinforcements such as those mentioned in note 4(a)
external surface area (including any accessories or
----Having uppers of which over 90 percent of the

64019980
D37.5%----Other64019990

or plastics:
Other footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber

6402
-Sports footwear:

EFreeboots
--Ski-boots, cross-country ski footwear and snowboard

64021200
--Other:640219

having foxing or a foxing-like band applied or
to this chapter) is rubber or plastics (except footwear
reinforcements such as those mentioned in note 4(a)
external surface area (including any accessories or
---Having uppers of which over 90 percent of the

B6%----Golf shoes64021905
B5.1%----Other64021915

---Other:
EFree----Valued not over $3/pair64021930

D76 cents/pr. + 32%----Valued over $3 but not over $6.50/pair64021950

D76 cents/pr. + 17%----Valued over $6.50 but not over $12/pair64021970
B9%----Valued over $12/pair64021990

EFreethe sole by means of plugs (zoris)
-Footwear with upper straps or thongs assembled to

64022000



toe-cap:
-Other footwear incorporating a protective metal

640230

B6%having foxing or a foxing-like band applied or
to this chapter) is rubber or plastics (except footwear
reinforcements such as those mentioned in note 4(a)
external surface area (including any accessories or
--Having uppers of which over 90 percent of the

64023030
--Other:

D37.5%grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather
other footwear as a protection against water, oil,
---Footwear designed to be worn over, or in lieu of

64023050
---Other:

D24%----Valued not over $3/pair64023060

D37.5%
90 cents/pr. +

----Valued over $3 but not over $6.50/pair64023070

D90 cents/pr. + 20%----Valued over $6.50 but not over $12/pair64023080
C20%----Valued over $12/pair64023090

-Other footwear:
--Covering the ankle:640291

B6%footwear having a foxing or a foxing-like band appl
to this chapter) is  rubber or plastics except (1)
reinforcements such as those mentioned in note 4(a)
external surface area (including any accessories or
---Having uppers of which over 90 percent of the

64029140
---Other:

D37.5%grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather
other footwear as a protection against water, oil,
----Footwear designed to be worn over, or in lieu of,

64029150
----Other:

D48%-----Valued not over $3/pair64029160

D37.5%
90 cents/pr. +

-----Valued over $3 but not over  $6.50/pair64029170

D90 cents/pr. + 20%-----Valued over $6.50 but not over  $12/pair64029180
C20%-----Valued over $12/pair64029190

--Other:640299

having a foxing or a foxing-like band applied
to this chapter) is rubber or plastics (except footwear
reinforcements such as those mentioned in note 4(a)
external surface area (including any accessories or
---Having uppers of which over 90 percent of the

B8%----Made on a base or platform of wood64029905
C12.5%----Made on a base or platform of cork64029910

----Other:

A3%in one piece by  molding
-----Sandals and similar footwear of  plastics, produced

64029914
B6%-----Other64029918

---Other:

D37.5%grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather
other footwear as a protection against water, oil,
----Footwear designed to be worn over, or in lieu of,

64029920



D37.5%footwear having a foxing or a foxin
except footwear of subheading 6402.99.20 and except
of laces or buckles or other fasteners, the foregoing
the slip-on type, that is held to the foot without the use
----Footwear with open toes or open heels; footwear of

64029930
----Other:

D48%-----Valued not over $3/pair64029960

D37.5%
90 cents/pr. +

-----Valued over $3 but not over  $6.50/pair64029970

D90 cents/pr. + 20%-----Valued over $6.50 but not over  $12/pair64029980
C20%-----Valued over $12/pair64029990

composition leather and uppers of leather:
Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or

6403
-Sports footwear:

boots:
--Ski-boots, cross-country ski footwear and snowboard

640312
EFree---Welt footwear64031230
EFree---Other64031260

--Other:640319
---For men, youths and boys:
----Welt footwear:

A5%-----Golf shoes64031910
EFree-----Other64031920

----Other:
B8.5%-----Golf shoes64031930
A4.3%-----Other64031940

---For other persons:
B10%----Golf shoes64031950
EFree----Other64031970

EFreearound the big toe
which consist of leather straps across the instep and
-Footwear with outer soles of leather, and uppers

64032000

EFreehaving an inner sole or a protective metal toe-cap
-Footwear made on a base or platform of wood, not

64033000

toe-cap
-Other footwear, incorporating a protective metal

640340
A5%--Welt footwear64034030
B8.5%--Other64034060

-Other footwear with outer soles of leather:
--Covering the ankle:640351

A5%---Welt footwear64035130
---Other:

B8.5%----For men, youths and boys64035160
B10%----For other persons64035190

--Other:640359
A2.5%---Turn or turned footwear64035915
A5%---Welt footwear64035930

---Other:
B8.5%----For men, youths and boys:64035960
B10%----For other persons:64035990

-Other footwear:
--Covering the ankle:640391

A5%---Welt footwear64039130



---Other:
B8.5%----For men, youths and boys64039160
B10%----For other persons64039190

--Other:640399
B8%---Footwear made on a base or platform of wood64039920

---Other:
A5%----Welt footwear64039940

----Other:
B8.5%-----For men, youths and boys64039960

-----For other persons:
B7%------Valued not over $2.50/pair64039975
B10%------Valued over $2.50/pair64039990

composition leather and uppers of textile materials:
Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or

6404
-Footwear with outer soles of rubber or plastics:

shoes, training shoes and the like:
--Sports footwear; tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym

640411

C10.5%mentioned in note 4(a) to this chapter) is leather
accessories or reinforcements such as those
external surface area (including any leather
---Having uppers of which over 50 percent of the

64041120
---Other:
----Valued not over $3/pair:

D37.5%adhesive); the foregoing except footwear ha
exclusively to one  another and to the sole with an 
with an adhesive (any midsoles also  being affixed
plastics which are  affixed to the upper exclusively 
-----Having soles (or midsoles, if any)  of rubber or

64041140
D48%-----Other64041150

----Valued over $3 but not over $6.50/pair:

D37.5%adhesive); the foregoing except footwear having
exclusively to one another and to the sole with an
an  adhesive (any midsoles also being affixed
plastics which are affixed to the upper exclusively with
-----Having soles (or midsoles, if any) of  rubber or

64041160

D37.5%
90 cents/pr. +

-----Other64041170

D90 cents/pr. + 20%----Valued over $6.50 but not over $12/pair64041180
C20%----Valued over $12/pair64041190

--Other:640419

C10.5%mentioned in note 4(a) to this chapter) is leather
accessories or reinforcements such as those
the external surface area (including any leather
---Footwear having uppers of which over 50 percent of

64041915

D37.5%grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather
other footwear as a protection against water, oil,
---Footwear designed to be worn over, or in lieu of,

64041920

footwear having a foxing or foxing-l
except footwear of subheading 6404.19.20 and except
of laces or buckles or other fasteners, the foregoing
the slip-on type, that is held to the foot without the use
---Footwear with open toes or open heels; footwear of

plastics:
----Less than 10 percent by weight of rubber or



B7.5%-----With uppers of vegetable fibers64041925
C12.5%-----Other64041930
D37.5%----Other64041935

---Other:
----Valued not over $3/pair:

D37.5%adhesive);  the foregoing except footwear ha
exclusively to one another  and to the sole with an
an  adhesive (any midsoles also being  affixed
plastics which are affixed  to the upper exclusively with
-----Having soles (or midsoles, if any) of  rubber or

64041940
D48%-----Other64041950

----Valued over $3 but not over $6.50/pair:

D37.5%adhesive); the foregoing except footwear having
exclusively to one another and to the sole with an
an  adhesive (any midsoles also being affixed
plastics which are affixed to the upper exclusively with
-----Having soles (or midsoles, if any) of  rubber or

64041960

D37.5%
90 cents/pr. +

-----Other64041970

D90 cents/pr. + 20%----Valued over $6.50 but not $12/pair64041980
B9%----Valued over $12/pair64041990

leather:
-Footwear with outer soles of leather or composition

640420

weight being rubber or plastics:
and rubber or plastics with at least 10 percent by
and not over 50 percent by weight of textile materials
--Not over 50 percent by weight of rubber or plastics

C15%---Valued not over $2.50/pair64042020
B10%---Valued over $2.50/pair64042040
D37.5%--Other64042060

Other footwear:6405
B10%-With uppers of leather or composition leather64051000

-With uppers of textile materials:640520
B7.5%--With uppers of vegetable fibers64052030
A2.6%--With soles and uppers of wool felt64052060
C12.5%--Other64052090

-Other:640590
A3.8%--Disposable footwear, designed for one-time use64059020
C12.5%--Other64059090

leggings and similar articles, and parts thereof:
insoles, heel cushions and similar articles; gaiters,
attached to soles other than outer soles); removable
Parts of footwear (including uppers whether or not

6406
-Uppers and parts thereof, other than stiffeners:640610
--Formed uppers:
---Of leather or composition leather:

B8.5%----For men, youths and boys64061005
B10%----For other persons64061010

---Of textile materials:

C10.5%chapter) is leather
reinforcements such as mentioned in note 4(a) to this
area (including any leather accessories or
----Of which over 50 percent of the external surface

64061020



----Other:
D33.6%-----Valued not over $3/pair64061025

D26.2%
63 cents/pr. +

-----Valued over $3 but not over $6.50/pair64061030

D13.7%
62 cents/pr. +

-----Valued over $6.50 but not over $12/pair64061035
B7.5%-----Valued over $12/pair64061040

--Formed uppers:
---Other:

B6%having foxing or a foxing-like band appli
plastics and not suitable to be finished into footwear (1)
mentioned in note 4(a) to this chapter) is rubber or
area (including any reinforcements such as those
----Of which over 90 percent of the external surface

64061045
D26.2%----Other64061050

--Other:
EFree---Of rubber or plastics64061060
EFree---Of leather64061065

EFreementioned in note 4(a) to this chapter) is leather
accessories or reinforcements such as those
external surface area (including any leather
---Of textile materials of which over 50 percent of the

64061070
---Other:
----Of cotton:

C11.2%materials
mentioned in note 4(a) to this chapter) is  textile
plastics accessories or  reinforcements such as those
external surface area  (including any leather, rubber or 
-----Uppers of which less than 50 percent of the

64061072
C11.2%-----Other64061077

----Other:

B6.3%materials
mentioned in note 4(a) to this chapter) is  textile
plastics accessories or  reinforcements such as those
external surface area  (including any leather, rubber or
-----Uppers of which less than 50 percent of the

64061085
B6.3%-----Other64061090
A2.7%-Outer soles and heels, of rubber or plastics64062000

-Other:
A2.6%--Of wood64069100

--Of other materials:640699
C15.7%---Of textile materials64069915
B5.3%---Of rubber or plastics64069930
EFree---Of leather64069960
EFree---Other64069990

manchons (including slit manchons), of felt:
blocked to shape nor with made brims; plateaux and
Hat forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt, neither

650100
-Of fur felt:

EFree--For men or boys65010030

A1.4%
96 cents/doz. +

--Other65010060

C10.6%
10.6 cents/kg +

-Other65010090



brims, not lined, nor trimmed:
any material, neither blocked to shape, nor with made
Hat shapes, plaited or made by assembling strips of

650200

materials, of paper yarn or of any combination thereof:
-Of vegetable fibers, of unspun fibrous vegetable

B3.4%
34 cents/doz. +

--Sewed65020020
--Not sewed:

A4%---Not bleached and not colored65020040
EFree---Bleached or colored65020060
B7.0%-Other65020090

not lined or trimmed:
bodies, hoods or plateaux of heading 6501, whether or
Felt hats and other felt headgear, made from the hat

650300
-Of fur felt:

EFree--For men or boys65030030
EFree--Other65030060

Barticle
6.5% + 1.9 cents/
13.8 cents/kg +

-Other65030090

or trimmed:
assembling strips of any material, whether or not lined
Hats and other headgear, plaited or made by

650400

materials, of paper yarn or of any combination thereof:
-Of vegetable fibers, of unspun fibrous vegetable

B6.2%--Sewed65040030

C4.8%
97.2 cents/doz. +

--Not sewed65040060
B7.0%-Other65040090

or trimmed:
trimmed; hair-nets of any material, whether or not lined
piece (but not in strips), whether or not lined or
made up from lace, felt or other textile fabric, in the
Hats and other headgear, knitted or crocheted, or

6505
B9.6%-Hair-nets65051000

-Other:650590
--Of cotton, flax or both:

B8.1%---Knitted65059015
---Not knitted:

B7.7%headwear of cotton
----Certified hand-loomed and folklore products; and

65059020
B7.7%----Other65059025

--Of wool:

C10.8%
35.5 cents/kg +

crocheted fabric
---Knitted or crocheted or made up from knitted or

65059030

B8.1%
31.8 cents/kg +

---Other65059040
--Of man-made fibers:

crocheted fabric:
---Knitted or crocheted or made up from knitted or

B7.0%----Wholly or in part of braid65059050

C9.8%
27.9 cents/kg +

----Not in part of braid65059060
---Other:

B7.0%----Wholly or in part of braid65059070



B7.3%
20 cents/kg +

----Not in part of braid65059080

B7.7%
21.2 cents/kg +

--Other65059090
Other headgear, whether or not lined or trimmed:6506
-Safety headgear:650610

EFree--Of reinforced or laminated plastics65061030
EFree--Other65061060

-Other:
EFree--Of rubber or plastics65069100
A3.3%--Of furskin65069200
B8.5%--Of other materials65069900

EFreeframes, peaks (visors) and chinstraps, for headgear
Headbands, linings, covers, hat foundations, hat

65070000

umbrellas, garden umbrellas and similar umbrellas):
Umbrellas and sun umbrellas (including walking-stick

6601
B6.5%-Garden or similar umbrellas66011000

-Other:
EFree--Having a telescopic shaft:66019100
B8.2%--Other66019900

A4%like
Walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, riding-crops and the

66020000

6601 or 6602:
Parts, trimmings and accessories of articles of heading

6603
-Handles and knobs:660310

EFree--Umbrella handles and knobs66031040
B5.2%--Other66031080

(sticks):
-Umbrella frames, including frames mounted on shafts

660320

EFreeagainst rain
--For hand-held umbrellas chiefly used for protection

66032030
C12%--Other66032090

-Other:660390
EFree--Umbrella tips and caps66039040
B5.2%--Other66039080

quills and scapes):
thereof (other than goods of heading 0505 and worked
down, feathers, parts of feathers, down and articles
Skins and other parts of birds with their feathers or

670100
A4.7%-Articles of feathers or down67010030
A4.7%-Other67010060

articles made of artificial flowers, foliage or fruit:
Artificial flowers, foliage and fruit and parts thereof;

6702
-Of plastics:670210

B8.4%similar methods
wire, paper, textile materials, or foil, or by gluing or by
--Assembled by binding with flexible materials such as

67021020
A3.4%--Other, including parts67021040

-Of other materials:670290
A4.7%--Of feathers67029010

--Other:
B9%---Of man-made fibers67029035
C17%---Other67029065



materials, prepared for use in making wigs or the like:
worked; wool or other animal hair or other textile
Human hair, dressed, thinned, bleached or otherwise

670300
EFree-Human hair67030030
EFree-Other67030060

specified or included:
materials; articles of human hair not elsewhere
and the like, of human or animal hair or of textile
Wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, switches

6704
-Of synthetic textile materials:

EFree--Complete wigs67041100
EFree--Other67041900
EFree-Of human hair67042000
EFree-Of other materials67049000

A2.8%(except slate)
Setts, curbstones and flagstones, of natural stone

68010000

granules, chippings and powder, of
slate), whether or not on a backing; artificially colored
mosaic cubes and the like, of natural stone (including
and articles thereof, other than goods of heading 6801;
Worked monumental or building stone (except slate)

6802

G4.8%granules, chippings and powder
side of which is less than 7 cm; artifically colored
of which is capable of being enclosed in a square the
rectangular (including square), the largest surface area
-Tiles, cubes and similar articles, whether or not

68021000

thereof, simply cut or sawn, with a flat or even surface:
-Other monumental or building stone and articles

--Marble, travertine and alabaster:680221
A4.2%---Travertine68022110
A1.9%---Other68022150
A4.9%--Other calcareous stone68022200
A3.7%--Granite68022300
A6%--Other stone68022900

-Other:
--Marble, travertine and alabaster:680291
---Marble:

G2.5%----Slabs68029105
G4.9%----Other68029115

---Travertine:

A4.2%dressed or polished, but not further worked
----Articles of subheading 6802.21.10 that have been

68029120
A3.7%----Other68029125
A4.7%---Alabaster68029130
G4.9%--Other calcareous stone68029200
A3.7%--Granite68029300
A6.5%--Other stone68029900

slate:
Worked slate and articles of slate or of agglomerated

680300
A3.3%-Roofing slate68030010
EFree-Other68030050



agglomerated natural or artificial abrasives,
polishing stones, and parts thereof, of natural stone, of
polishing, trueing or cutting, hand sharpening or
without frameworks, for grinding, sharpening,
Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like,

6804

EFreepulping
-Millstones and grindstones for milling, grinding or

68041000

like:
-Other millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the

EFree--Of agglomerated synthetic or natural diamond68042100
--Of other agglomerated abrasives or of ceramics:680422

A5 cents/kg + 2%---Bonded with synthetic resins68042210
---Other:

EFree----Abrasive wheels68042240
EFree----Other68042260
EFree--Of natural stone68042300
EFree-Hand sharpening or polishing stones68043000

otherwise made up:
materials, whether or not cut to shape or sewn or
of textile material, of paper, of paperboard or of other
Natural or artificial abrasive powder or grain, on a base

6805
EFree-On a base of woven textile fabric only68051000
EFree-On a base of paper or paperboard only68052000

-On a base of other materials:680530

EFreeforms
form of sheets, strips, disks, belts, sleeves or similar
--Articles wholly or partly coated with abrasives, in the

68053010
EFree--Other68053050

sound-absorbing mineral materials, other than those o
articles of heat-insulating, sound-insulating or
and similar expanded mineral materials; mixtures and
exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays, foamed slag
Slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral wools;

6806

A3.9%(including intermixtures thereof), in bulk, sheets or rolls
-Slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral wools

68061000

EFreeintermixtures thereof)
and similar expanded mineral materials (including
-Exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays, foamed slag

68062000
EFree-Other68069000

petroleum bitumen or coal tar pitch):
Articles of asphalt or of similar material (for example,

6807
EFree-In rolls68071000
A2.7%-Other68079000

EFreebinders
agglomerated with cement, plaster or other mineral
particles, sawdust or other waste, of wood,
vegetable fiber, of straw or of shavings, chips,
Panels, boards, tiles, blocks and similar articles of

68080000
Articles of plaster or of compositions based on plaster:6809

ornamented:
-Boards, sheets, panels, tiles and similar articles, not

EFree--Faced or reinforced with paper or paperboard only68091100
A3%--Other68091900
EFree-Other articles68099000



whether or not reinforced:
Articles of cement, of concrete or of artificial stone,

6810
-Tiles, flagstones, bricks and similar articles:

A3.2%--Building blocks and bricks68101100
--Other:681019
---Floor and wall tiles:

A4.9%cement
----Of stone agglomerated with binders other than

68101912
B9%----Other68101914
A3.9%---Other68101950

-Other articles:

EFreecivil engineering
--Prefabricated structural components for building or

68109100
EFree--Other68109900

or the like:
Articles of asbestos-cement, of cellulose fiber-cement

6811
EFree-Corrugated sheets68111000
EFree-Other sheets, panels, tiles and similar articles68112000
EFree-Tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings68113000
EFree-Other articles68119000

footwear, gaskets), whether or not reinforc
example, thread, woven fabric, clothing, headgear,
carbonate; articles of such mixtures or of asbestos (for
asbestos or with a basis of asbestos and magnesium
Fabricated asbestos fibers; mixtures with a basis of

6812

EFreecarbonate
asbestos or with a basis of asbestos and magnesium
-Fabricated asbestos fibers; mixtures with a basis of

68121000
EFree-Yarn and thread68122000
EFree-Cords and string, whether or not plaited68123000
EFree-Woven or knitted fabric68124000

headgear:
-Clothing, clothing accessories, footwear and

681250
B8.3%--Footwear68125010
EFree--Other68125050
EFree-Paper, millboard and felt68126000
EFree-Compressed asbestos fiber jointing, in sheets or rolls68127000
EFree-Other68129000

cellulose, whether or not combined
basis of asbestos, of other mineral substances, or of
not mounted, for brakes, for clutches or the like, with a
sheets, rolls, strips, segments, discs, washers, pads),
Friction material and articles thereof (for example,

6813
EFree-Brake linings and pads68131000
EFree-Other68139000

a support of paper, paperboard or other materials:
agglomerated or reconstituted mica, whether or not on
Worked mica and articles of mica, including

6814

A2.7%reconstituted mica, whether or not on a support
-Plates, sheets and strips of agglomerated or

68141000
A2.6%-Other68149000

included:
(including articles of peat), not elsewhere specified or
Articles of stone or of other mineral substances

6815
EFree-Nonelectrical articles of graphite or other carbon68151000



EFree-Articles of peat68152000
-Other articles:

EFree--Containing magnesite, dolomite or chromite68159100
--Other:681599

EFreeblanks, crayons, cubes, disks or other forms
---Talc, steatite and soapstone, cut or sawed, or in

68159920
EFree---Other68159940

EFreeor diatomite) or of similar siliceous earths
siliceous fossil meals (for example, kieselguhr, tripolite
Bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic goods of

69010000

siliceous fossil meals or similar siliceous earths:
ceramic construction goods, other than those of
Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory

6902

chromium, expressed as MgO, CaO or Cr2O3:
percent of the elements magnesium, calcium or
-Containing by weight, singly or together, more than 50

690210
EFree--Magnesite bricks69021010
EFree--Other69021050

these products:
(Al2O3), of silica (SiO2) or of a mixture or compound of
-Containing by weight more than 50 percent of alumina

690220
EFree--Bricks69022010
EFree--Other69022050

-Other:690290
EFree--Bricks69029010
EFree--Other69029050

siliceous fossil meals or of similar siliceous earths:
tubes, pipes, sheaths and rods), other than those of
crucibles, muffles, nozzles, plugs, supports, cupels,
Other refractory ceramic goods (for example, retorts,

6903

EFreeor other carbon or of a mixture of these products
-Containing by weight more than 50 percent of graphite

69031000

EFreesilica (SiO2)
(Al2O3) or of a mixture or compound of alumina and of
-Containing by weight more than 50 percent of alumina

69032000
EFree-Other69039000

filler tiles and the like:
Ceramic building bricks, flooring blocks, support or

6904
EFree-Building bricks69041000
EFree-Other69049000

constructional goods:
architectural ornaments and other ceramic
Roofing tiles, chimney pots, cowls, chimney liners,

6905
C13.5%-Roofing tiles69051000
A3.2%-Other69059000
EFreeCeramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe fittings69060000

or not on a backing:
unglazed ceramic mosaic cubes and the like, whether
Unglazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles;

6907

C14.0%which is less than 7 cm
capable of being enclosed in a square the side of
rectangular, the largest surface area of which is
-Tiles, cubes and similar articles, whether or not

69071000
C14.0%-Other69079000



not on a backing:
glazed ceramic mosaic cubes and the like, whether or
Glazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles;

6908

which is less than 7 cm:
capable of being enclosed in a square the side of
rectangular, the largest surface area of which is
-Tiles, cubes and similar articles, whether or not

690810

C14.0%which have faces bounded entirely by straight lines
--Having not over 3229 tiles per square meter, most of

69081010
--Other:

C14.0%cm2
---The largest surface area of which is less than 38.7

69081020
C12.7%---Other69081050
C12.7%-Other69089000

conveyance or packing of goods:
jars and similar articles of a kind used for the
receptacles of a kind used in agriculture; ceramic pots,
technical uses; ceramic troughs, tubs and similar
Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other

6909

technical uses:
-Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other

--Of porcelain or china:690911
EFree---Machinery parts69091120
A4.5%---Other69091140

A4%the Mohs scale
--Articles having a hardness equivalent to 9 or more on

69091200
--Other:690919

EFree---Ferrite core memories69091910
A4%---Other69091950
A4%-Other69099000

and similar sanitary fixtures:
baths, bidets, water closet bowls, flush tanks, urinals
Ceramic sinks, washbasins, washbasin pedestals,

6910
B5.8%-Of porcelain or china69101000
B5.7%-Other69109000

toilet articles, of porcelain or china:
Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and

6911
-Tableware and kitchenware:691110

D29.0%household ware
--Hotel or restaurant ware and other ware not

69111010
--Other:
---Of bone chinaware:

A8%----Valued not over $31.50 per dozen pieces69111015
A6%----Other69111025

---Other:
----Available in specified sets:

C26%chapter is not over $56
articles listed in additional U.S. note 6(b)  of this
-----In any pattern for which the aggregate value of the

69111035

chapter is over $56:
articles listed in additional U.S. note 6(b)  of this
-----In any pattern for which the aggregate value of the

A8%------Aggregate value not over $20069111037
A6%------Aggregate value over $20069111038



----Other:

A6.3%tumblers and salt and pepper shaker sets
spoons and spoon  rests, oil and vinegar sets,
tidbit  dishes, tiered servers, bonbon dishes, egg cups,
candy boxes, decanters,  punch bowls, pretzel dishes,
-----Steins with permanently attached  pewter lids,

69111041
B15.4%-----Mugs and other steins69111045

A8%cm in maximum diameter and valued over $8.50 bu
$9.30 but not over $33 per dozen;  plates not over 22.9
dozen; soups,  oatmeals and cereals valued over
saucers valued over $5.25 but not over $18.75 per
-----Cups valued over $8 but not over $29  per dozen;

69111052

A6%plates  over 22.9 but not over 27.9 cm in  maximu
maximum diameter and valued over $31 per dozen;
valued over $33 per dozen; plates not over 22.9 cm in
over $18.75 per dozen;  soups, oatmeals and cereals
-----Cups valued over $29 per dozen; saucers valued

69111058
C22.9%-----Serviette rings69111060
C22.9%-----Other69111080
A5.4%-Other69119000

china:
articles and toilet articles, other than of porcelain or
Ceramic tableware, kitchenware, other household

691200
-Tableware and kitchenware:

A0.7%which, on other articles, must be mottled,
lustrous glaze which, on teapots, may be any color, but
decorated, having a reddish-colored body and a
stoneware; of fine-grained earthenware, whether or not
--Of coarse-grained earthenware, or of coarse-grained

69120010
--Other:

D30.8%household ware
---Hotel or restaurant ware and other ware not

69120020
---Other:
----Available in specified sets:

A9.8%chapter is not over $38
articles listed in additional U.S. note 6(b)  of this
-----In any pattern for which the aggregate value of the

69120035

A4.5%chapter is over $38
articles listed in additional U.S. note 6(b)  of this
-----In any pattern for which the aggregate value of the

69120039
----Other:

A3.9%tumblers and salt and pepper shaker sets
spoons and spoon  rests, oil and vinegar sets,
tidbit  dishes, tiered servers, bonbon dishes, egg cups,
candy boxes, decanters, punch bowls, pretzel dishes,
-----Steins with permanently attached  pewter lids;

69120041
A10%-----Mugs and other steins69120044

A4.5%plates over 22.9 but not over 27.9 cm in  maximum di
maximum diameter and valued over $6 per dozen;
valued over $6 per dozen; plates not over  22.9 cm in
over $3 per dozen;  soups, oatmeals and cereals
-----Cups valued over $5.25 per dozen; saucers valued

69120045
A9.8%-----Serviette rings69120046
A9.8%-----Other69120048



A6%-Other69120050
Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles:6913
-Of porcelain or china:691310

EFreemodels produced by professional sculptors
sculptors or directly from molds made from original
over $2.50 each and produced by professional
--Statues, statuettes and handmade flowers, valued

69131010
--Other:

A3.3%---Of bone chinaware69131020
EFree---Other:69131050

-Other:691390

EFreemodels produced by professional sculptors
sculptors or directly from molds made from original
over $2.50 each and produced by professional
--Statues, statuettes and handmade flowers, valued

69139010
--Other:

EFree---Of ceramic tile69139020

EFreemetallic oxide or salt
mottled, streaked or solidly colored brown to black with
reddish-colored body and a lustrous glaze, and
---Of earthenware, whether or not decorated, having a

69139030
G6%---Other69139050

Other ceramic articles:6914
-Of porcelain or china:691410

EFreealumina or zirconia
channel opening and/or ceramic mating sleeves of
3 mm in diameter or 25 mm in length, having a fiber
--Ceramic ferrules of porcelain or china, not exceeding

69141040
A9%--Other69141080

-Other:691490

EFreesleeves of alumina or zirconia
having a fiber channel opening and/or ceramic mating
exceeding 3 mm in diameter or 25 mm in length,
--Ceramic ferrules of alumina or zirconia, not

69149040
A5.6%--Other69149080


